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Board Confirms
University Budgefs .
by Diane Barr
,
In a special session held on
April 17 in Boise, the Idaho State
Board of Education finalized the
allocation of funds for the fiscal
year beginning on July 1, 1979.
The Board passed a motion that
permits the distribution of rnonfes
as decided by during the April 3-4
meeting in Pocatello. As ~ result of
that action, Boise State will. recelve $18,082,900 for .the 1980
fiscaJ year, which is a 3.88%
.increase over fiscal year 1979.
Idaho State University received
$18,665,500; the University of
Idaho was allocated $28,221,900
while Lewis Clark were given _

$3,264,500. These figures may be
changed as the Board also included as a part of the motion that
stated that the budgets would be
reviewed again in October, after
fall enrollment figures could be
obtained, to determine whether
any adjustments needed to be
made.
At Boise State the Impact will
Include the loss of four faculty
positions,two exempt employees,
twelve classlfled empJoyeesand
twelve graduate assistant posl-.
tlons.
,
The Board did not declare a
condition of financial exigency
CONTINUED
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Cramer Withdraws

From
Pavilion Committee
a

In surprlsemove last Monday,
looking the fact that students do
ASB president-elect Mike Cramer
not want to finance the Pavilion's
resigned from the commIttee that . construction when they ask for
is working 'on the design of .the
student representation In planning
MUIil-purpose Pavilion for Boise
the facility.
State University. Cramer read his
Cramer's resignation .does not
letter of resignation to the commltaffect ASS vlce-presldent-etect
tee after b,elng recognized by Glen
GuS Gustaveson's position as a
- Cline, .the project architect who
member of the committee accord. was chairing the meeting at the
ing to Cramer. "Gustaveson is
tlrns; In part, the letter read, "My
capable and qualified to represent
presence (on the committee) gives
students' interest on that committacit approval to a goal wtilch has
tee," he said. "GuS and I have the
been imposed upon students."
ability to work cooperatively toCramer later explained that his
gether," Cramer contlnued, "alappearance on .the committee
though he supports the Pavllior.
helped to legitimize "a committee
and feels that students want, the
that shouldn't be existing." He
structure." Because of this spirit
sees his role as ASS president as of cooperativeness, Cramer stated
"different than past presidents
he .ls not afraid that the student
have perbaps seen that role." He
body will become divided over this
stated that the BSU Adminlstraquestion.
tlon the State Board of Education,
Asked about his future plans, ,
,and' community
leaders who
Cramer said, "We will have a
formed the committee are over- CONTINUED
TO PAGE 3
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In one of the most outstanding performances ever by a BSU athlete, Karen Osburn (above), captured
four first places In the All-Idaho Collegiate Track and Field meet April 14. Osburn won the 100 meter dash, '
200 meter dash, and helped the 440 and 880 medley relay teams to victory. Story page 10·,·Photo: George Ragan

Student. Insurance Fees .Mav Rise

Old Senate, Passes On
'79-80 Budget Proposal

Student health Insurance will
probably rise $7.50 per semester
this fall if the new student senate
follows a recommendation by the
outgoing ASB.
'

Relations department and the
In an effort to slash ASBSU
Programs Board. This was done,
budgets and keep them down, the
according to treasurer Chris Hanstudent senate last Wednesday
sen, who helped Perez come up
recommended a budget of $1,000
less than outgoing president Rob with the budget along with vice
president .steve BoUmer, to proPerez proposed.' Between Perez's
mote "efficiency" and to avoid
and the senate's cuts, four departduplication In the functioning of
ments were decreased, two were
merged, and organizations were , the two agencies. Earlier this year,
granted less compared to recom- .tne PR office had . "sponsored
several events that many senators
mendations by the student Finanfelt .Would have been handled
cial Advisory. Board a week ago.
better by the Programs Board.
The overal budget was, pared to
.Tbe recomrnefidatlon for the
$169,241, with a reserve of
lcombined .agencies, however, to$25,959.
'
ItaHed only $41,700. Requests by
The most significant move was

Capital Planning Services, the
student Insurance contractor for
BSU, informed BSU earlier this
year that it had sustained losses of
nearly $39,000 'as a result. of
student claims outstripping revenues from student. fees. This was
the second straight' year that
Capital had lost money en the BSU
operation, said Gordon Phillips,
director of aSU Administrative
services. An annual fee of $60, up
from this year's $45, .per student
was required for the same coverage,.with a $25 deductible (student liability) for each claim.

.

the possible merger of the Public

CONTINUED
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The student senate last Wed-

nesday concurred with a suggestion by ASSSU president Rob,
Perez that Capital's services be
kept next year with this fee
Increase. He noted Capital had
provided the university with a
choice between full coverage for a
highp.r.fee, coverage with a $25
deductiblE!. or with a $50 deductIble for $57 a year.
Meanwhile, the ASBSU and the
university business office will be
looking next year for a possible
alternative and lower cost student
Insurance. Keystone Insurance,
which currently handles several
dozen colleges in the southwest,
has contacted Phillips about the
posslbllty of Insuring ,BSU students. A March letter from Key"
stone said the Texas' firm could
insure students for a fee of only
$42 per person.

However, pointed out vice president for student affairs, David
Taylor, "this was only a proposal.
If we decided to change contraotors, we would have to go out to
bid, and we might get a different
figure (from the $42) entirely." He
said there was still time before the
next academic year to put the
insurance coverage out to bid, but
"to do it right" the new student
senate would have to start next
fall.
, Perez, at the April 11 senate
meeting, recommended that If
Capital was kept as the insurance
company for BSU, the senate and
incoming ASB president Mike
Cramer keep investigating the
possibility of hiring some other
company; or finding ways to hold
fees down.
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Recent concern of students about the proposed BSU MultiPurpose Pavilion has thrown questions Into the debate over the
project's eventual outcome.
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A Student Action Committee,
Cramer criticized University
pending ASBSU -recognition thls
President KeIser's move to set
Wednesday, help Its first meeting
asIde an additional 1,300 seats for
last Thursday to discuss the recent
the Bronco AthletIc Association
developments on the proposed
(BAA) without Informing stuBSU Multi-Purpose Pavilion. The
dents. KeIser had approved setorganization, chaired by Samantha
tlngaside 600 seats for the BAA to
Sliva, had eight members attend
sell as part of Its fund-raising
its first meeting, including ex
activities to raise the pledged $4
officio members and ASB Preslmillion for construction of the
dent-elect Mike Cramer, and was
pavilion. Recently, however, Keiformed to question the need for,
ser also reserved .1,300 more seats
funding of, and politics involved In
for the BAA to try to sell at a
the 14 million dollar pavilion to
premium ($7,000 minimum per
break ground this fall.
seat for a 20 year period totaling
:1..:1:1::.. :1
The ground plans to "spark the
$13.3 mltllon over that time).
awareness" of the student comStudents at the meeting also
munlty, who when origInally sur"
discussed the issue of the leverage
veyedsaid they desired the pavlthe BAA or th~ Athletic Departlion, but preferred not to pay for It.
ment might-have in the scheduling
1.:i.:i.:~ Cramer announced plans to con- of pavlllon events If building
duet a surveyor
an "advisory
maintenance depends on athletic
mim ballot" to evaluate student sup- . revenues. There may be virtually .
port of the structure. The cornmlt-. no student oontrol over the ap:i=i:i:
tee plans to challenge the building
polntment of a manager for the
of the pavilion if a majorlty ot. pavilion, added Cramer, who has
~J1j students oppose It.
..
discussed that possibility with
Keiser.
The siudent Action Committee
........
Is planning to Inform students
about these and other pavilion
issues by canvassIng classrooms,
circulating leaflets, and possibly
organizing an anti-pavilion demonstration using slogans such as
l~~
: "No Taxatlonwith Misrepresentatlon." Those interested In this
:,::.::.~.:~.:i.:.i:i
...:i.:j:, ~~Iein
';~~~et:
issue and the Student Action
are Happy Mostly," should have
read, "I don't see why they have
Committee may attend organiza:.:.:.:' an FAB at a111'fit doesn't have any
tional meeting Thursdays at 3:30
:i=i:i: '
....
more Impact on the final budget
p.m. In the SUB (ask at the
Information Booth whIch room).
:i:i:i:.
han that .... "
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These ASBSUPositions are Open
.; and Ready to be Filled by
Dedicated' People Willing to Work: ..

I
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Programs Director
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$140 - ReSPonsiblefor promoting events that range
from films to boxing matches.

.Chairman, 'Personnel
Selection Committee

.......

~~.1~.~~.~

$75 - Responsible .for seeking out and selecting
candidates for any opened posit/(Jn within the ASB.
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East-West Germ,an Trade
May Begin Soon

UNIVERSITY

~

West as" botli an export market _ tween the two countries, they have
that pays In hard currency (Russia- .remained~eeply
.suspicious of
pays in raw materials), and as a each other. East Germans worry'
source of consumer goods for a over Western attempts to underpopulation that is demanding a
mine their regime, and West
higher standard of living. \IVhlle Germany's press abounds in horWest Germany has less immediate
ror tales about the East German
need of East German trade. It Is Stasi, or secret police. The
jndispensible as part of Its growheavily-mined border between the
Ing economic' ties with 'the East two countries and the uneasy
EuroPean Economic Community
standoff of hundreds of thousands
(COMECOM).
of soldiers on each side is testaBut despite the .eeonomlc en- ment to their political hostillty.
meshment that already exists beHoWever, those hostilities are

by Franz Schurmann
• fied the Warsaw Pact govern, (Franz' Shurmann, an associate ments.
'editor of PNS, is the 'author of
However, that concern has late"The Logic of World Power" and
ly been mollified as the likely'
"Organization and Ideology in
makeup of the new' parliament
Communist China." He teaches becomes clearer. Judging from
history .and sociology at the Unipublic opinion polls, socialists will
versity of California, Berkeley. J
be the .leading party In the new
Eli'ro-parliament, and West Euro, ,A casual remark made by East . pean socialists, especially West
Gerrroany's top economic official
Germany's, have been calling for
CONTINUED
FROM COVER
early in March to his West
closer East-West ties.
survey. The cost will be minimal,
German counterpart could have
East Germany Is the last East
if there Is any at all." He hopes to
consequences changing the direc- .European country not to have a
"reach out and get the opinions
tion of EuropeaJJhistory.
lonqterm trade agreement with
from 6000 or 7000 students."
puring the annual LeipZig trade
West Germany, even though the
Shciuld this student advisory
fair, top Communist Party memtwo countries have recognized
ber Guenter Mittage pulled a note each other as Sovereign states ballot show that students do favor
the Pavilion, Cramer plans to work
out of his pocket from his boss
since 1972 and enjoyed mutual
on restructuring the bonds used to
Erich Honecker 'arid told visiting
tariff-free trade.
raise the necessary funds, to allow
West German Economics Minister
Economic relations between the
"discretionary use" of the dollars
Count Lambsdorff that East Gertwo Germanys has, In fact, been
generated by the Pavilion so that
many would like to conclude a
improving ever since West Gerthey could be channeled into
man
Chancellor Willy Brandt
longterm trade agreement with
academics rather than "just into
West Germany.
Introduced his famous Ostpolitik,
athletics. "
The news unleased a flurry of
or "eastern polley", in 1969. That
Believing that decisions coninterest in West Germany, Eupolley represented a West German
cerning the Pavilion, including the
rope's mightiest economy and
bid for the huge industrial and
use of any money generated,
most potent member of the Comconsumer markets of Eastern Eushould be made by a student board,
mon Market. To many observers
rope and Russia, lands which the
of governors, Cramer' expressed
It signaled a dramatic shift In East
Germans have fought for andlor
concern that such a board would
Germany's hard line policy toward
traded with for centuries.
,West Germany. And the apparent
'In fact, heavy trade between the , be only a token committee due to
,shift comes at an auspicious
two Germanys has been going on the fact that BSU President John
Keiser "will have the ultimate
, time-son the eve:of June elections
throughout' the entire' post-war
decision in the selection and
period. East Germany, which is
for the first West European parliament, a symbol of European
the Soviet Union's chief high
technology' workshop, needs the
political unity that had long terrl-

ARBITER
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subject to broader issues, such as
East·West relations generally; and
U·S.-Soviet relations particularly.
And these broader frame-works
now seem tobode reasonably well
for better relations between the
two Geniianys. Despite the delicate nature of recent world events,
.the Carter Administration remains
committed to concluding a SALT Ii
treaty with the Soviet Union. And
as for intra-European relations, a
certain stability has Settled over
both East and West.

UA.

Cramer Withdraws From Pavilion

Organizations
The Student Action Commillee Is currently being revived to examine the validity
of a multi-purpose pavilion at BSU. An
organizational meeting will be Mid 'on
Thursday, April 19, at 3:30 tntne Nez Perce
Room of the SUB. All students concerned
about this Issue are encouraged toattend.
For further Information contact Samantha
Sliva (345-3236).

Academic
The new '1979-80 Boise State University
catalogue is now available to the pubtlc, at
the University Inform all on ,Conter or the
SUB Info Booth. The 158-pago edillon, with
cover designed by student Clndee Lou
Johnson, contains admissions, academic,
and housing informallon,
as well as
descriptions of all courses at BSU.
Persons planning to allend Summer
SChool sa,slons at Boise Stall) University
should telephone 365-1156 or stop by Room
100 of the BSU Administration Building to

have registration materials prepared' for
them. Summer sessions begin June 11 and
July 16 and will Include graduate pregrams
in' elementary and secondary education,
business administration, accounting and
public administration, as 'well as undergraduate courses In all. areas.

Positions open
April 2515 the deadline to apply for the
position of Student Assistant to the Director
of Student Residential Life. S/he Is
resoon"hl~ for asslstln" the r)'rector w.lth
the development and Implementation of
, pregrammlng within the on~pus
real- '
dentlal facilities. The Assistant will be
expected to work twenty hours per week,
and will report directly to the Director of
,Student
Residential Life. The Student
Assistant position is a ten month position
for the academic year 1979·80.
The assistant will help develop and
Implement social, recreational and educational programs In campus residential
facilities, assist In training and advising of
residence hall officers' and staff, research
and solicit student. Input, serve as' a

verslty."
Talking about other facets of his
government, Cramer said he has
releasing of the manager of the
contacted the Portland branch of
Pavilion." He pledged to work
the Protection Interest Research
toward having the manager of the
Group (PIRG), a branch of Ralph
facility be direclty responsible to
Nader's office, for the purpose of
the student Board of Governors,
establishing a branch' of this group
"not to Keiser."
at BSU. Policing utility companies
Cramer also noted that "any
and major corporations, this group
resentment of me is unjustified:
"not only benefits the university
but the community as well;"
stated Cramer.
Concerning filling the top posl, tions in his forthcoming administration; Cramer said he had some
applicants, "but the response has
not exactly been overwhelming."
He attributes the lack of response
to a lack of publicity, a fact which
should change wlthi.n a week orso.
Mike Cramer, ASBSU President·
Hoping to fill those top slots soon,
'Elect.
Cramer stated that he reallzed he
tv1yrote is to represent.and protect ' couldn't operate a government
without doing so. "I don't want to
students' interest and that's all
rush into this,
he commented,
I'm trying to do. To the best of my
"as I want enough time to be
I\nowledge, I've not said anything
available for interested and Qualiderogatory to administrators or to
fied people to apply."
,
community supporters of the unlII·

LIA

CAMPUS
CAPSULE

conducting correspondence with other educallonal Inslltutlons regarding the status of
their extracurricular actlvilles; compilation
of reports, manuals, and Informational
brochures; serving as special representative to Greek fraternal organlzallons, and
serving as Activities Office coordinator 01
the Student Organizational Faire. Those
Interested In applying for this position
should go to the Office of Studel\t Activities,
on ·the second floor of the Student Union
Building. Deadline Ior-appllcatlone Is April
23, 19"9.
.

resource person, and serve as a member of
the ASBSU Recreation Board.
Apply at the Office of Student Residential Life, Room 110, Administration BuildIng, 365-3986. Boise State University Is an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Institution.
The Office of Student Activities
15
accepllng applications for the position of .
Student Assistant to the Assistant Director.
The position opening Is for the academic
year 1979-80, and Is a to-month Job
involving approximately 20 hours per week,
InclUding evenings and weekends, paying
$300 per month. Individuals epplylng must
be Juniors, Seniors, or Graduate students
during the 1979-80schoot year, with no less
than a 3.0 GPA.
Duties tor this Job Involve working with
student organizations; initiating and coor-,dlnatlng new projects; assistance with the
development and implementation of social,
recreational, and educational programs
within the student activities' framework;

ASBSU The newly-formed BroadCast Board is
now taking appllcallons for several salaried
positions at KBSU. The Boise Stale radio
statlon is designed, in part, to offer
students practical experience in broadcastIng. Although
announcing slots have
experience as their only reward, there ere a
number of positions that pay In real dollars.
The positions available include General
Manager, Program Director, Music Director, News Director, Public Affairs Director,
Operations Director, and Production Dlrec-

tor. The salaries range from $75 to $140
month. These are all 12 month positions.
Applicants with some expedence in these
areas may have' a certain advantage.
However, slnce'KBSU also functions as a
vehicle to gain experience, students with
nothing more than a desire to learn are also
encouraged 10 apply.
.
Applications are currentiy being accepted at the ASBSU office on the second floor
01 the SUB. Full-time studenta with a 2.5 or
higher GPA are eligible. A brief resume or
description of 'tolents Is preferred. The
deadline for applications Is April 30.
, BSU's History Honorary Society,
Phi
Alpha Theta, will meet Wednesday, April
25 at 4:00 p.rn, In the Bannock Room of the
SUB, Final arrangements will be made for
those wishing to attend the Phi Alpha Theta
Regional Conference In Pocatello April 27
and 28, and nexl year's president, vicepresident, secretary and treasurer will be
elected. If you want to run for an office but
. can't make the meeting, leave your name
and office desired at Lura's, 336-7185,
before April 25. •

BIRKENSTOCKS® LOOK KIND
OF FUNN'lTHEYRE ENOUGH
TO MAKE YOUR FEEl" SMILE.
Cmon,try a pair.

Dootworks
515 MAIN

344-8321

to begin thi.riking abou~ .working and learning
w,ith next year's University ,Arbiter.

Pe~ple Needed for:

BUY, SELLand TI\'ADE~
NCtw aod Used; Recotd$·

• Editing
• Secretarying
• Writing
• Reporting
• ·Layou·ting, ., Selling

• Cartooning
• Illustrating
.. Photographing

• Managi,ng

and Topes

We Guarantee WhatWe ·Sen'
Highest Prices F-aidFor
Your Records &.Tapes
'~~05'\VESTII)AHO D()IS~rIDAHO.,
. ~r.· ..

1. Apply now at U.A. office - 2nd floor StUdent Union Building
.

-

.

.

'2 .., Register ,for CM, 'Zd7 - Special topics cOurseon Student· Newspaper
(listed on p.• 'Zd of Fall, '79' class, schedule) required for editorial, positionslrecommended for all staff members
3. Be ready to. grow with

your newspaper serving' your needs;
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SUM HILL CREEK

DINNER MENU
53.50·
Chicken·

Salmon
Halibut
Top Sirloin 12 oz.

April 19,20,21, 22
All Weekend Long

New York Cot,
Ham Steak

FROM

5.95
5.95

7.9512 oz. ,8.95
3.95
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ArthLir' Miller Award Winning: Play
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State Board--CONTINUED,FROM

Boise State University proudly Presents An

COVER

the two totalled $85,505, and the
FAB's recommendation
was
$55,115 for Programs Board and
$5,300 for PRo .
Present Programs chairman
Steve Corbett said the minimum
, figure with which such acomblned
agency could provide adeqiJate
student programming and publicity would be $5,000more than the .
senate recommended. Senators
Evelyn Wood and Greg Easter
both moved to increase the recommendation by varying amounts,
but, both failed.
'
, The only cutthe senate made
from Perez's budget was $1,OOJ
from the Theater Department. A
motion by Richard Trevino sue,ceeded in reducing the recomrnen-

COVER

despite the request for that action
by Lewis and Clark State College
President Lee Vickers. Vickers
stated that the only' way to
compensate for the non-allocation
of' $35,000 would require that a
condition of financial emergency
be declared so that the College
could release some tenured facultv.
. The majority of the Board's
time, however, was spent deCiding
how to deal with a call to reinstate
fee waivers for faculty members
and their spouses. Faculty representatives from both BSU and the
U of I spoke In favor of removing
the Board's recent action that set
up a new system of fee payment
for university employees and their
spouses.
, Susan Langer, of the Idaho
Attorney -General's office, answered questions concernlnq the
constitutionality of the Board's
recent rrotlon that increased foreign student fees $50 on top of the
non-resident Increase of $150.
Langer stated that the Board might wen.be rlsklnq a law suit by
singling out foreign students as a
special group within non-residents. The Board took no actionto
change their' previous motion.
The next Board meeting is
scheduled for May 10-11 at Lewis
and Clark State College.
Each of the University presidents spoke' out In favor of
reinstating the waivers or of
finding some type of comproinlse
solution. As a result of these
objections and opinions, the Board
later voted to impose .a $20
registration fee, and a $5 per
credit hour charge for all faculty,
staff and thelr.employees.and their
spouses if they enroll in classesat
. their respective universities: The
vote on the issue was unanirrous
and is expected to raise approxlmately-$55,Ollll In 1900.
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ANALYSIS: The Nuclear· Question
PRO:

corwentlonal power plants, but
designed, and on which the utilitless so. When a conventlqnal
ies depend 'for a profitable financpower plant Is temporarily snutial return.
By Martin Brown (P.NS)
ventlonal plant' even before the
down, • the value of the lost
If all the nuclear power plants
Anti-nuctear activists are pointcost of, disposal of radioactive
production is largely counted
were shut down today, the utilities
ing at the Three Mile Island power
materials Is counted In.
against fuel that Isn't burned. A
-'and no doubt ratepayers- would
plant dlsaster as the' ultimate
This Is becausesome 90 percent
much smaller portion of the loss ' nonetheless be paying billions of
evidence for turning the tide
of the electric generating costs of a , counts against the plant constructdollars for them for the next 20 to
against nuclear power, and shutnuclear plant are occounted for In
ion cost.
30 years.
ting down the nation's entire
the construction of the plant itself.
If a temporary shutdoWn of a
This Inflexibility is even more
nuclear network.
Qmventlonal power plant connuclear' plant is expensive, the
true for the 90 nuclear power
But turning off the nuclear
struction costs only 50 to 60
costs of turning the plants off
plants that are currently under
power switch may prove at least as
percent of the electric generating
forever is staggering. This is all
construction.
Pacific Gas and
difficult, and as dangerous, as the
cost.
the more true because most of the
Electric, for instance, would have
uncertainefforts to cool off Three
Ase result, for most utilities
73 nuclear power plants in operatto payoff the entire construction
Mile Island. For to contemplate
nuclear power plants mean longion today are relatively new,
cost of its Diablo Canyon plant,
such a-move is to confront one ot
term bank financing-enormous
!;laving come on line in the late
which is 99 percent complete"
the more tragic ironies of nuclear
loans that must be paid off
19605 or, 19705. Thus, they have without reaping a single kilowatt
power: becauseof the huge cost of
whether or not the plant ever
generated, only a small portion of
of electricity.
atomic reactors, the industry congenerates electricity and profit.
the 30 to 40 years of electric
This is why utilities will fight to
siders its economic commitment to
This "front-end loading" of the
production for which they were. continue operation of nuclear
nuclear power as irreversible as an ' cost of nuclear power, compared to
uncontrolled meltdown. From the
to conventional Power, means that
public point of view, the monetary
nuclear plants are normally much
cost and radiation hazards involless flexible in their operating
ved In "decommissioning" plants
schedule. Any shutdown, even a
are still unknown, though certain
short-term one for inspection or
to be extremely high. '
repairs, is costly because the lost
Leaving aside the kilowatt costs
production value counts mainly
against the cost' of, the plant
of operating a nuclear' power
construction.
The monthly or
plant, as compared to conventional
quarterly bank payments become
power plants, let's look at the cost
due whether the plant is operating
of not operating them. It is far
or not.
'
more expensive to shut down a
The same is true, _ofcourse, for
nuclear, pow..erplant than a con-

er plants on line or under construction well into the ,19BOs and
1990s-even when the predicted
cost of nuclear power becomes
substantially more than conventional POwer. To operate them may
be financially unrewarding; but to
close them would be devastating.
Thus, the utility industry can be
expected to vigorously oppose a
temporary or permanent shutdown
of nuclear power plants-not out
of any romance with the glamorous atom, but to recover their
huge construction expense.
The other cost' involved in
shutting down nuclear power is
both economic and environmental.
Decommissioning a nuclear power
plant may cost almost as much as
CONTINUED
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PAGE
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ON:
By Harvey Wasserman'
•
Radioactive steam pouring out
of the Three..,Mile Island-nuclear
oower olant near Harrisburg,
Penn.vhas driven home the ultimate question about atomic energy-can we afford to keep these
plants operating?
There are now 70 active power
plants in the U.S. with 90 under
construction, an overall average of
more than three for every state in
the union. Nearly every major
American city is within 50 miles of
at least one. Chicago Is ringed
with them, as Is, to a lesser extent,
New York City.
Do the risks of another Three
Mile Island outweigh the &taggering capital and energy costs of
dismantling this mammoth nuclear program?
Consider the following:
In 1957a major acident Occurred
at the Windscale reactor in England. Massive radiation leakages
forced the confiscation of cows and
sheep for many square miles.
Thousands of gallons of contaminated milk were dumped into the
Irish
and abnormal radiation
levels were recorded as far away
as London, 3OQ. miles distant.

sea

In 1966, the Fermi 1 reactor at
Monroe, Michigan suffered a part- '
ial meltdown. The plant had been
bitterly opposed by the. UAW,
which took its case all the way to
the Supreme Court, but was
otherwise a mystery to most
residents of the state. ' On October
5th of that year, the plant expertencedan emergency shut down
that forced Its operators to consider the possibility of evacuating
Detroit.
,
In 1975, a major catastrophe
occurred at the Browns Ferry,
Ala., nuclear plant. The accident
began when a workman inspecting some wiring with a
candle, ignited a $100 million fire
that threatened a holocaust even
worse than what's now happening
in Pennsylvania.
Last year,another.inajor accident occured at the Duane Arnold
reactor In Iowa. And there have
been others - at the SL-1 reactor
in Idaho where three men were
killed; at two' seperate experl
mental reactors in Canada; and at
a nuclear dump In the Soviet
Union where indications are
strong that an area of 70 square
miles was obliterated.

None of these accidents made
headlines. In fact, I was editor of a
daily newspaper and a UPI correspondent In Ann Arbor 40 miles
from the Fermi plant when the
1966 accident occurred.
But
neither I nor anyone else I knew
heard a word about it until seven
years later, with the publication of
John G. Fuller's "We Almost Lost
Detroit." .
Through it all, the nuclear
industry has repeatedly assured
the public that the plants are safe.
But for more than a decade, some
of the world's leading doctors and
scientists have been warning
about tho dangers of nuclear
energy. Dr. JohnGofman;' co-discoverer of uranium 233 Isotope
<.y1d
a participant in the Manhattan

Drake, Dr. Helen Caldicott, all
project that developed the atomic
with the same basic warning. And
bomb, predicted five years ago
that normal operation of American ' all receiving the same basic response - ridicule from the industry,
nuclear reactors - even without a
loss of jobs, suppression of stattsmajor accident - could cause some
tics.
30,000additional deaths each year
Mancuso's study of Hanford for
from cancer, leukemia and birth
a federal agency was supressed.
defects.
Gefman was eased out of his job at
Dr. Ernest Stemg Iass of the
Lawrence Livermore laboratories.
University of Pittsburgh has reThrough it all, there remains,
peatedly , published findings that
one over.iding question.
How,
residents of the area near the
many more Three Mile Islands wiil
shipping port reactor close to
it take before the nuclear industry
Pittsburgh have suffered from
is stopped?
abnormal cancer rates. Dr. ThoFor months now, the press has
masMancuso, also of the LJnlverbeen proclaiming the premature
sltyof Pittsburgh, has found that
death of the nuclear industry.
nuclear workers also suffer abSoaring construction costs, Urinormal cancer rates.
certain fuel supply, slumping eleoAnd. there" have been others:
Dr. Rosalie Bertel, Dr. Martha
CONTINUED
TO PAGE 7,
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Foreign Students "Burdened" by $50 Fee Increase
, by Samantha Silva
In early May the Idaho Board of
Education will decide upon several
proposed fee Increases, one of
which would be a $50 Increase for
foreign students, above the $150
per semester tuition hike already
approved for out-of-state students.
Soma 100 foreign students at BSU
would feel the double burden of
being non-Idahoans and nonAmericans, and a few are upset at
that prospect.
Steve Spafford, the foreign student advlsorat BSU, expects the
Increase would go Into a general
university fund rather than dlrectlyto the aid of the Foreign student
Program, which 15 responslble for.
admissions, orientation, and advising. Though Spafford admitted
that the 12 Initiative could adverseIy affect the program In the future,
he feels that the proposed hike
would be neither a detriment nor a
. benefit to the current program.
Rather, he sees it as a "discrlminatory head tax and nothing more
than a general attempt to raise
funds."
Spaffordhaswitnessedthe"de-
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liberate and slow growth" of the
and foreign tuition.
foreign enrollment at BSU. He
.The financial burden of the
does not envisage the proposed. foreign student 15 already far
increase as a cause of decreased
greater than that of the out-ofenrollment, nor of a change in the
state student because foreigners
steady volume of applications
are unable to establish residency
received every year. The differwhich would greatly reduce thei~
ence, according to Spaffor1, would
educational costs, and they are
.be the class of students accepted
allowed to work only in exceptional
by BSU.
cases, and even then the full-time
Razmlk Ranjbar, president of
academic requirement
makes
the International Student Union at
working a difficult· situation. ForBSU, agreed that the Increase
eign students view" an added
would prevent "good minds" from
financial burden as 'purely dlscrtthe lower and middle classes of
minatory. Said RanJbar, "We are
foreign countries from studying
getting the Impression that here
here. H~ added that foreign
they do not like foreign students, "
students now at BSU are disilluSpafford called it a "blatant
sloned by the proposed Increase,
case of lnlustlce." He hopes that
and talk of transferring Is ramthey will receive equitable treatpant.
ment with consideration of their
Ranjbarexplained that many
value as foreign students, rather
students applied to BSU because than being dlscrfrnlnated against
the costs were reasonable, but
because they are foreign. Accordnow seem less reasonable all the
ing to Spafford,· a university
time. Last year they were faced
without foreign students Is "hardwith' a $40 increase for a multiput to call itself a university."
purpose pavilion that they, as
Concluded Spafford, "Money isn't
temporary students, will not benean ethlcal.or moral reason to have
fit trorn .. Now they are facing a
foreign students here. Internationduo-fold increase of out-of-state
CONTINUED
TO PAGE 7
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.would probably be fattened by
dation to $4,000 from $5,000. It
pology Club and the clubs within
about $3,000 from ·surplus money
had been planned to. revert the . the Multi-Cultural Board to $150.
gained from the Theater Depart- .
department'S. surplus' back to
The FAB had recommended miniment's surplus and from Interest
Theater, but Easter pointed out . mal 'funding of $200,· with any
that current ASB. regulations readditional money needed to be .on ASB funds in savings. Such a
I!ll"ge reserve figure could cause
quire any surplus to go back to the
requested on an each-item basis
the riew senate, which takes office
- ASBSU general fund June 31.
next year and taken from the
Another move reduced minimal
reserve.
. . on April 18, to add some more
funds to a few budgetslater this
funding of student organizations
The nearly $26,000 reserve that
year, ASB sources say. The senate
that requlre .ASB money; such as
such a budget would.create (if the
will probably finalize the budget at
the International students, the
ASBSU got the expected amount
Honors Program, the Anthroof, revenue from student fees) their April 25 meeting.
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aI education has an intrinsic value.
It Is the differences they bring that
are so rewarding. The diversity
among us enriches us."
Ranjbar also explained the ben.efits of having a foreign student
group. He cited the annual International Festival which this year
drew over 600 people, and even
the musical diversity that they are
offering
to KBSU listeners
through a weekly program:
VVhen asked what position the
International Student Union would
take, Ranjbar answered, "We're
trying to find any way we can to do
something. We have to care
because it's affecting us."
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bUilding it, and no one has yet
figured out how to go about it
without posing serious radiation
hazards to the environment .for
decades or even centuries.
V\lhen a power plant is' penna-
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Arabia.
From the Washington Post
The Consumer Preduct Saraty Commission
Is calling Into question the use of asbestos
Insulation In some home hair dryers. The
various brands that were Implicated were
Sears, Montgomery
Ward, Penney's,
SChick, Conalr, Hamilton, Beach, Clalrol,
Norelco, Sunbeam, GE, and Gillette. Not
all of their models contain the asbestos,
however.
Despite Saudi support 01 N. Yemon against
S. Yemen In therecent war between those
two countries, there Is deep suspicion
between' the N. Yemenls and the Saudis
which Is not publicly staled. The Saudis
support was mostly words but no deeds.
The Yemen Is, who claim descent from the
• Queen of Sheba and who are more populous
, than all 'the other Arabian Peninsula
countrieS combined, rCQard 'the 'Saudis ~
rustic nouveau rlche. They also resent tho
treatment that their kinsmen working In
Saudi Arabia have rl)Celved, even though
., they remit $1.5b11l1onback to N. Yllmen. In
the p~t the Saudis have been Implicated
with engineering Yemeni political ass~slnatlons and with stirring
up. tribal
rebellions as well. In the future other
.co~ntrles such ~ Iraq miwuse the Yemenls

Becauseof the continuing radioactivity of the materials in the

plant, it would be necessary to , past 30 years.
v.i(lit at least 10-20 years to even , time the reactor would have to be
attempt dismantling. During this , carefully monitored and guarded
Clearly, a shutdown of the
against any intrusion.
After dismantling, the problem
nation's nuclear power system
remains of how to securely dispose
today would raise as many ouesof the still highly radioactive
tions and controversies about eoomaterials. As ym,dismantllng
nomics and safety in the next 30
procedures and disposal facilities
years as the development and
implementation of commercial for commerical reactors do not
nuclear power has raised in the
exist.
'

lJl\

poned.,
Undoubtedly, the industry could
The 70 reactors now operable in count on the furor surrounding last
the U.S. represent the vanguard of week's accident to die down, and
a trillion dollar investment. They for the weight of the financial and
supply roughly 10 percent of the technological investment involved
nation's electricity and carry the to' counterbalance this week's
hopes of more than 35 years of . emotion. _
.
concentrated.scientific and industBut they will have to face the

at Three Mile Island by Pennsylvania utility rate payers has
proved destructive, 'and for the
first time in American history,
pregnant women and school children have been evacuated from
American soil in the face of a
radioactive threat.

Ul\
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as a political pressure tool against Saudi

by Richard Smith

access .

The GAO recommended that the federal
rule of a 5-mlle emergency zone around
commercial nuclear reactors be amended to
10 miles. It also noted that 33 of the 43
states with nuclear facilities do not have
emergency plans that meet NRC standards.
The NRC has continued to license plants In
all of those states. The GAO also found that
only 9 of the 41 states with some kind of
emergency plan had conducted full-scale
drills. Federal military and research nuclear organizations have' no emergency
preparations and ";Iave not adequately
assured that their facilities do not pose
potential radiologIcal hazards to the public." There Is no 'slngle federal agency to
direct the mass evacuation that could be
prompted by a major dlsaster.. Further'
more, there "does not appear to be a
federal.DOllcyon providing nuclear accident
response Information to the general pUblic.....
SClllllCO magazIne published an artlcl.e
giving strong evldenca that Thom~ Edison
w~ not the first to successfully use
carbon filament In an electric light bulb.
Rather it was an Englishman named. Sir
Joseph Swan. Furthermore, a lab notebook
confirmed that EdisOn had read about
Swan's carbon light bulb before trying It

a

A IIctlonal article about a nuclear accident
at the 3-Mlle Island plant was written a
year ago for an. "alternative"
news
magazine, and the president of Metropolltan Edison Co., operator of the plant, tried
to get the Labor Dept. to cut off CETA
money going to the magazine.
Due io quastlons' about tholr safoty,
prescription sleeping pills are less popular
arnonqst doctors. Prescriptions fell from
41.7 million In 1971 to 25.6 million In 1977.
From the Now Yorl( Tlmas
In t1iO first four months of Its operation, the
High Energy Astromony observatorv-z,
HEAQ.2, has , doubled the number of
objects In the sky known to be aglow with
x-rays. Mariy of the newly found objects are
quasars et the edoe of the universe; others
are possible blackholes at the exact centers
of globular star clusters.
Patonts were .ssulld on: 1) an.optlcal filter
developed by Bell Telephone that may
someday permit radio receivers to operate
on light beams jnstead of electrical signals;
2) a.technlque of detecting cancer. tumors.
The technique utilizes a radioactive antibody that binds to a protein that Is unique
to tumors.
SCientists from the Woods Holo Oceanographic Institute have found a hew species
of giant worm that may constitute a new

nervous system. The worms live Inside
l().foot long, .lnch diameter tubes that are
as tough as strong plastic. They live In a rift
on the sealloor some 8000 feet below the.
surface In an area' about 200 miles
northwest of the Galapagos Islands. Warm
watervents In the area have made possible
bizarre forms of life such as giant clams and
a bacteria that thrives on hydrogen sulfide.
T1Je Russian ollort to develop. Siberia Is
proving more difficult
than originally
. planned. Expensive Imported machinery is
not adaptable to the cold which cracks most
_metal. stxteen-tnousano people, more man
twice the original estimate, are needed to
work the gigantic open pit coal mine at
Neryungrl.
This lall at Stanlord a computer will begin
- teaching Armel1lan for beginning students.
Although computerlzed teaching of more
common languages may become common
someday, the Immediate goal of this system
Is to make available on a nationwide basls
computer language courses that are rarely
taught because of a lack of qualified
. Instructors. For the consumer computer
language courses would have the advantage 01 flexibility that courses on record
.albuf!1s don't have.
. The IIrst larga-scala American trial of a
vaccine for hepatitis B, a sexually transmitted dlse~e, Is expected to. begin next
month. lt will be conducted =ong
3000
homosexual men In Chicago, Denver, LA,
St. louis, and San Francisco. Evldence,of

sexual men was as high as 58% In San
Francisco.
Swedon ovorwhelmlngl1
passed a law
which will ban chlld·spanklng and other
forms of humiliating child treatment such
as prolonged silence, food deprivation, etc.
Reasonable verbal expresslons of anger will
not be Illegal.
Tha Chinese government has begun a
campaign to end superstitious practices
such as witchcraft, fortuna-telling, gambling, and geomancy. At the same time.
four human rights activists were arrested
for pUlling up wall posters.
A $5.6 million pilot agrarian resettlement
proqram lnGuaternala thatls.tlnanced by
the U.S. Is not working as Ideally as might
"be hoped. Most of the land located In the
heretofore uninhabited jungle of northeastern Guatemala Is goIng to wealthy
landowners and military officers, syrnbotlzIng that Guatemala's economic Inequality Is
not going to be relieved by new develop·
ment.
From tho Wall Stroot Journal
The valve problem that resulted In the
3-Mlle Island nuclear accident last month Is
not unique. There is evidence that failures
of valves, pumps, electronic controls, and
other parts are almost· routine occurences In
many nuclear plants In the whole. country.
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trical demand and rising polltlcat
opposition have dampened the
climate for nuclear construction.
More than 100 reactors were
ordered by American utilities in
the early 19708; less than 10 have
been added since 1976, with many

·oft·h· ..··e·.

nently shut dowm, this radioactive
material must be disassembled,
separated and disposed of in a safe
environment for an 'indefinite
period. An alternative method is
entombment, by which the entire
plant is sealed off in a concrete
tomb from any human or animal
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In the history of things, It seems
that the slowly moving wheels of
progress bring about the most
lasting changes. VVhenthe sound
and the fury are at their height,
change appears Imminent-and
often Is. Unless, however, there Is
more than just sound and fury,
whatever changes might be occurring are usually of short duratln,
The paradox of change is that It
seldom takes place unless accompanied, at least initially, by sound
and fury:
The truism holds through many
applications. The energy generated by any initial confrontation of
the status quo must be channeled
Into a usable, stable effort if that
energy Is to provide a .lasting
benefit. A case in polntIles in the
gains within the realm of politics
that are currently being·registered
by women, gains that ere taking
place In the period of calm
following a period of intense
confrontation.
In England, voters will choose, in
the May 3 General Election, a
prime minister.
In addition to
deciding between Labor and conservative, the choice'of a man or a
woman is being offered the Engtlsh people. It is refreshing to note
that neither of the 'two contenders
are making sex an issue in their
campaigns. They have chosen,
instead to work for the election on
the oo;is of issues.
In the United States the number
of key elective office' holders who
also happen to be women is more
than 10,000.
And the tetals
continue to climb. In addition to
two women governors, one U.S.
senator 16 members of the House
of Repr~entatives, and 6lieutenant governors, there are many
state an~city positions that are

filled by women.
In the recent ASB General'
Elections, 15 people were chosen
to fill senate seats tor the coming
veer, Of those 15, nearly half were
women. To the credit of the
electorate, the question of sex
received little, If any, attention as
students voted for those they
thought could' best serve thier
interests. As a further positive
note, the new ASB Treasurer was
selected on the basis of merit, not
on the basis of sex. It happened
that the person determined most
meritorious is also a woman.
The point Is: women are slowly
and .surely providing themselves
with the opportunities that are
meaningful to them as individuals.
Long relegated to stereotyped
roles, they are finding that the
world is their horizon. In the
process, they are gaining the
self-confidence necessary for exptortnqand making the most of
that world. And, painful as that
process often is, the sense of
freedom which accompanies the
result provides a more than adequate sense of worth.
There is much sound and fury on
the BSU campus right now. To say
~nequivocally t~at t~i~ Is "goo?'.'
. IS to take a too simplistic, too naive
approach. To say, however, that
the commotion fortells the imminent end of the world Is to
espouse an equally simplistic,
naive approach. This is not the
time for adopting either fat~listic.
outlook on the situation. It IS the
time, instead, for making the most
of the. changes that are coming
about, a time for channeling all
available energy into the several
positive avenues which will proVide a, lasting benefit to the
university.

this would work; it always works
for the high schools.
I urge everyone to call, write a
letter, or somehow get in touch
with Mike Cramer and Dr. Keiser
and let them know how you want
the Pavilion funds spent. Help
maintain the academic excellence
we have tried so hard to create; It
will slip away very quickly if
something is not done.
Sincerely,
Michael Nickerson
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-------------:--mary process. Campaigns have

been waged to Inform or sway.
One's vote is not the snap expression of opinion, ln answer to an
unexpected question.' It will be
counted legally, will enter into the
final tally, will (With other votes)
by Garry Wills
put a person. in office or keep him
out. The act is more considered
than. a poll . response, and one
might hope It is based on "consideration" In a larger sense.
If this legal vote is more
considered than response to a
pollster, a representative's vote
should .' be more thoroughly
"what the people want" an<1.
what
weighed and prepared than the
their representatives should give
vote of those who put him In office,
them.
Among other things, representaBut polls are an Impulsive and
tion relies on a division of labor.
promiscuous way of "voting."
One does not normally know ahead We pay our agents to spend time
consulting colleagues, using staff
of time what a pollster will ask, or
expertise, acquiring experience of
even that one will be asked at all.
legislation, changing the very
The response is unprepared, and
phrasing of an Issue, not just
may be random-given more time
giving it an up-or-down response.
to think, the respondent might
This process does not, of course,
change his or her mind. If the
make a representative infallible;
respondents are promiscuously
but wouldn't you feel better
chosen, no matter how good a
qualified to speak on public matpollster's "sampling" technique
-a part must stand for th,ewhole. ters if you lived at the center of
debate, advised by experts, conthe whole.
centrating on politics without hav. That kind of vote obviously
ing to earn your living in other
differs from a legally-ca5t ballot
ways? You would be a fool not to
for a candidate. There, the voter
learn something from that experihas known ahead of time that he or
she intends to vote, and has made ence.
Actually, it might be nice to
some preparation (if· only the
.physical moves necessary to pro- chooserepresentatives ·Detterthan
duce one's body at the right place we are-and, knowing what we
and right time). Candidates 'have are; that would not. be very
been sifted by party and/or prl-

The Assult
On. Representation
The drive for constitutional
amendments, a constitutional convention, ,direct election of the
president, electoral referendums,
all are Indicators hot only of some
malaise in the republic but of the
dissatisfaction of the very principle of representation,
which
James Madison called the secret
of our republic.
We hear, for instance, that the
Senate does not "represent" its
constituency if it passes a Panama
Canal treaty while public opinion
polls are runntnq against the
move-<lr, conversely, if the Senate should reject the SALT II
treaty while polls show it is
popular.
This kind of talk confuses four
essentially different
kinds of
votes-since we can call the polls
an informal way of "voting";
certainly they put pressure on
public officials to explain If not
alter unpopular stands. So if Is
sometimes said that ~lIs both say

Editor, The Arbiter:
I wasn't asked last fall if I
wanted the multi-purpose pavilion. If Ihad been asked, I probably
would have said that I didn't care.
·I.don't expect to put It to any use,
but I can see the need. However,
this spring- the question has
changed. I don't believe that the
question. is "Do you want the
Pavilion?" but do you want the
Pavilion or an Education?" Idon't
hesitate at all before deciding on
the education. I came to BSU to
learn.
Editor, The Arbiter:
I believe that the planning for
Here's hoping you will print this
. the pavilion should be halted
Immediately and the money col- reply to Garry Wills' editorial,
lected be used to fund the Items "Wage and Price controls."
Mr. Wi lis asserts that our choice
that will be removed from the
Is not between controls or no
budget: .faculty and staff for
controls, becausewe already have
instance.
It would be greatly appreciated controls. He says our choice- Is
between two types of controls,
if the BAA would allow the funds it
indirect and Inefficient or direct
has collected to be used for
ande1ficlent ones. He Implies that
academic needs. fY'Ihy is It that
we are able to"collect moilley for a since Controls already exist, there
Is nothing we can do about them,
pavillion but not to save the
hence we have no choice between
academic quality of the Univereontrols and no controls. This is
sity?)
I am aware of the hardships a absurd. It Implies that when we
are fared with an evil (such as .
move like this may cauSe. Therecontrols), the only thing open to
fore, I have an alternate plan.
Since we are going to run the our choice Is to accept the evil In
academic standards of the Univer- . some way; leaving out the real
possibility of good (no controls). If
sity ,like a hi.fjh school, why not
the founders of this <lOuntry acraise funds like a high school
cepted this tenet,~ would still be
does?
·under Great"Britaln's domaln.
.We could create a group called
The heati of the Issue is:· VVhat
Friends of the University who care.
is the essence of controls? Conabout Keiser's. educational detrols are· the warning sign of an
sires. They could organize bake
approaching desP<?t,·whereas no
sales and car washes. They could
controls are the sign of freedom.
even go door-to-door .selling sta'tionery and candy bars. I'm sure True freedom can't have controls,

Reader Responds
to Wills Column

;.....

OUTRIDER-

letters to the Editor
Suggestion Offered
for Funding
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In a column I wrote two weeks
ago, I accused Dr. Keiser of
making an "esoteric arrangement" with the Bronco Athletic
Association (BAA) and that he
"surreptitiously"
gave to that
organization 1900. pavilion seats.
Besides a private apology which· 1
have already given, I also owe Dr.
KeiSer a public apology which I
hereby offer.
Through a series of misunderstandings, Icame to the erroneous
conclusion that President Keiser
had made his decision last fall to
provide the BAA 1900 seats. That
decision was not made last fall it
was completed approximately April 2, 1979. My ill-advised article.
was drafted no more than a week
after that date-hardly
a- great
enough time-lapse to accuse Dr.
Keiser of surreptitious management.
The intensity of my objection to
the arrangement he made with the
hence freedom and controls are
opposites. The choice each person,
or country, has, Is between freedom or controls, to do as you wish
without violating 'others rights or
to live under the thumb of a despot
ordlctator, This is the heart of the
issue; not whetfler certain controls
are needed for a specific purpose,
but what controls really do. \i\lhen
any human being asserts his right
to control, he places himself in a
position to dictate to you what's
best for you. By accepting the .
statement, •'Our choice Is between
controls or controls, ,. you give him
the right to control you. The
present state of America today Is
precisely this. Senators, Presidents, and the IIke,a11 passing
laws that control, instead of ch0osing freedom and passing .laws to
preserve and protect this freedom.
Mr. Wills states the essence of
controls very well In his last line.
"Itis time to bring them:-under
rule." Don't be declevoo, ultimately he means you.
. DA IiJr(llld - ' •....

Because I have stated that my
objection to the 1900 seat arrangement has lessened, Iam not in any
. way implying that I view it as an
equitable deal, or am I In any way
implying that I Intend to relent on
the pavilion issue. I do not.
We students, as a community of
10,000 people whose average age
happens to be Zl, 'and who have
BAA has lessened in view of this
been fared with critical decisions,
recent enlightenment; however, It
before, were asked by the state
has not dissolved. From a: stuBoard of Eduction and the BSU's
dent's standpoint; the contract
administration If we were willing
could and should be considered
to financially support the pavilion.
null and void since the BAA,
We said we were not. The pavil ion
represented by Hatch Barrett
and subsequent fee-increase were
(chairman of the BAA's multipurpose committee) assured BSU nonetheless Imposed upon us. Any
tax-paying citizen should be able
students there "truly were no
to appreciate the indignation that
strings attached" to the 4 million
BSU students have harbored these
dollar "gift." His statement appast few months. The. phrase
peared in a letter to The University
which was coined some 200 years
Arbiter's editor on Wednesday,
ago and fairly accurately reflects
October Zl, 1978. Making a $4
our (students) sentiment goes
million offer contingent upon resOmething like the following: "no
ceiving a 'certain number of seats
taxation without representation,"
(the exact number to be negotiated
Sincerely,
in the future), does not quality as
Mike Cramer
being labeled a "gift" or any offer
ASBSU President- Elect
with "no strings attached."
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Keiser
An Open Letter on the BSU
Multipurpose Pavilion:
For those members of the unIversity community with specific concerns and interests, It Isapproprlate for me to address the state of
the Multipurpose Pavilion project.
That must begin with its hlsto'ry.
The History
At the Februray, 1917, meeting
of the State Board of Education, a
document entitled, ..A Report on
the Need and Financial Feasibility
of .a Multipurpose Pavilion at
Boise State University," was pre-'
sented for consideration. This
document .was prepared by a
Needs Assessment Committee appointed by former President of
Boise State University Dr. John
Barnes. Mr. Fred Norman, Director of Student Activities and
Chairman of the Needs Assessment Committee, Mr, Lenny Hertling, ASB President, and Mr.
Mike
Hoffman,
ASB VlcePresident, supplemented the re-:
port to the Board with. supportive
oral presentations. (I have come to
learn that eac~ of these persons
provided a strong voice for students.) At the conclusion of the
presentation, the State Board acknowledged the need for the
facility.
In september, 1978, Dr. Richard
Bullington, Interim President, re.ceived permission from the Executive-Committee of the State Board
to establish a university committee
to explore financing the project.
About thiS time, the Bronco Athletlc Association (BAA) requested
the firm of Cline, Smull, Hamill
Associates to develop conceptual
plans and a model of the Multipurpose Pavilion. It should be
noted that the BAA .expended
nearly $50,000to assist the unlverslty administration and students In
understanding the scope of the
.proposed project. .
At the February, 1978, meeting
of the State Board of Education,
Mr. Mike Hoffman, then ASB
President, briefed the Board about
the system used to Inform students of the Multipurpose Pavilion
and seek their opinions, the nature
of the facility, the costestimates,
the level ($50) of student fee
increase believed to be required,
and the procedure which he and
others implemented to determine
student support.
In March, 1978, when student
elections were held, the opportunily was again presented for
students to express feelings toward the project. The results of
this opinion poll, tied in with
questionnaire results from tho
general presentations, indicated a
2-1 support for the project by the
students. (The strong support ot
the Alumni Association (pledging
$500 000) shows the continuing
inter~ of former students.) Dr.
Richard Bullington, Interim Presldent briefed Board members on
the 'status of the project and
answered all questions at the
June, 1978, meeting. An Informatlon item on Boise State's agenda
for the July, 1978, meeting of the
Board Indicated that the admlnlstratlon of· the. university would
presen~ the complete proposal to
the State Board at the september
meeting 'and that the Board would
take action on the proposal and the
raising of student fees at the
October, 1978, meeting.
Between my arrival in August
and the presentation to the ~d
for approval· hl 9ct0ber the stu-,
dent fee was redl.JcedfrOlTl$50 to
$40' the BAA increased Its pl~ge·
fro~ $1,OOO,OOOto$4,OOO,~;

....

To Pavilion
belong toa
specific level of
facility was still under study, It
becaine evident to the BAA that Its membership in the BAA. The
commitment· would have to be · univerSity will receive directly the
season ticket revenue and in
increased to $4,000,00>In cash or
bankable pledges in place and addition will benefit from the
membership revenue as the Ass0available on completion of the
project. That may be the largest clatlon's funds flow through the
Athletic Department's budget.
private gift to a public Institution
in the state's history. The AssociaConclusion
tion agreed to make such a
Please
remember
also that the
$4,000,000 commitment with· the
full and complete understanding 'unlverslty followed every rule In
of the administration and the seeking approval for the Pavilion.
student leadership that the life- That included the seeking of
student opinion over a number of
time membership concept of fund
raising proposed by the Associ- years, reported as generally favoration could and Would be under- . able, the support of the last three
taken. That concept requires mak- student body presidents, and a 12
Ing available to the Association a to 2 favorable vote by the ASBSU.
combination of permanent and It also included open hearings
priority seatlriq.areas in the Pavil- according to APA regulations and
a vote by the state "Board of
ion.
After the number of seats were Education. These were clearly in
known (approximately 9,(00), I accord with a general concern for a
specific observance of the rule of
agreed that 600 seats would be set
law. There was an opportunity to
aside for the membership of
lifetime contributors for their use express opinion at any time, and I
beleive we are now at a point
at ali functions held in the Pavilwhere we must. worry about makion. For supplemental
funding certain we get the most out of
raising purposes; the Association
would have first priority use of an the facility we are committed to
building.
.
,
additional 1,300 seats for univerPlease remember finally that
sity-sponsoredathletic events only
rnany gracious and selfless perin the Pavilion. Not only would the
sons have already devoted a great
deal of effort and support to this
project, and that their interest in
" ... the university ~ollowedevery rule in seeking approval for the Pavilion. That
Boise State ·Unlversity will be
included the seeking of student opinion over a number of years.... II
· much expanded as a result of the
Pavilion. It is that interested
tax-paying and philanthropic pubManagement / Governanceof the
university receive the normal tickcould raise and build' the best
lic which has provided, virtually
Multipurpose Pavlllon
et revenues' from such priority
facility we could becausewe would
free education and many gifts with
In March, 1978, the Interim
seating, but it would benefit from
never have better opportunity. Of
which credibility must be mainPresident received a letter from
the additional funds raised. This,
course, the Arts and Humarutles
tained. We owe them a great deal.
Mr. Mike Hoffman, ASB Prestit appears, is a much better
Building remained the university's
I believe that the State .Board
dent; suggesting that once the
approach than requmnq-an addltop priority from state funds, and
unanimously supports the project
Pavilion was completed ·the comtional student recreatlonallathletwe will advertise for ,architects for
mlttee appointed to work with the
Ie fee to support the Increased and the procedures used to estabthat facility within a few months as
lish it. and I believe the university
Project Architect could serve
a
demands of-Title IX, among other
a result of the $250,000 planning
and the community of Boise will be
Governing Board of the facility,
things, which would be annually
money provided for by the state.
significantly better off with the
performing a function similar to
consumed. Hopefully, the facility
In september, 1978, I appointed
many advantages the Multithat of the Student Union Board of
will prevent these fees as well as
an Architect liaison Committee to
Governors. The writteri response provide a host of opportunities for . purpose Pavilion will provide.
work with the architectural firm
ultimately selected by the Departto Mr. Hoffman from the Interim. all students,
John H. Keiser
President supported Mr. HoffPlease remember that the claim
ment of Public Works. This comPresident, BSU
man's idea of a governing board.
"students are paying $10 million
mittee is chaired by Dr. BulllngAs
I
told
the
newly
elected
student
dollars,"
'.asapplied
to
seating,
is
ton, and, Including the three
body president during a conversa-: not in their interest, if they wish to
student body officers, has met
FROM PAGE 8
tion on the subject, I support the
be consistent. The response, on CONTINUED
periodically with the Project Archidifficult. But let's assume that
concept of a governing board for
that level, is that ,private donors
tect In defining and Identifying
representatives are simply as good
the facility and have reviewed a
through the. BAA are paying $4
the facility'S specifications. Those
proposed structure developed last
million, or 28% of the total. That · as we are. Yet we ourselves would
components of the Multipurpose
improve ourselves, given a senafall for the Multipurpose Pavilion
translates Into a claim on 2,610,
Pavilion in addition to the large
Board of Governors comprised of
out of 9,000, seats. Instead, 600 tor's opportunities to concentrate
arena (e.g., child day care center,
on, say, the Panama' Canal or
an equal number of students and
seats have been committed to
racket/hand-ball courts, space for
SALT treaties. The man who says
faculty/administrators.
Indeed,
major private donors In a single
student organizations,
weight
he Is against either treaty to a
that subject was discussed ln a
block, and .the. BAA has the
room, multipurpose rooms, etc.)
pollster may just have a hunch that
letter to the university viceopportunity to sell 1,300 more
desired by Boise State students
America is getting soft. The same
president the first day I was on the
seats, for athletic events only, in
have been protected to the best of
person Ina voting booth, asked to
job at BSU. When the time comes blocks scattered around the Pavllits abilities by the Architect Liaisupport a candidate who is known
to search fora qualified manager
Ion. All the money will be returned
son Committee during Its extenof the Pavilion, I will use the Board
to the university, and If the seats to be for or against either treaty,
slve period of service.
might take a more sober. and
of Governors as a search and
are not sold they will revert to
The drawings are progressing to
screening committee and will
general admission.
And, of
qualified look at other aspects of
an increasingly
sophisticated
charge this group with recern- course, the Pavilion will be a state the issue.· That same person, if
stage, and the architect indicates
mending to me )the most highly
building subject to state rules and given a senator's experience of the,
he is close to a final project in cost
qualified applicants as determined
regulations. There is absolutely no matter, might change his {!'lInd in
: and concept. We plan to sell
by this group. It must be kept In
reason for the real interests of the 'other ways. Thus. Madison arbonds in November, 1979, the
same month bids are scheduled to mind, however, that the Pavilion staie,the students, and the BAA gued, views are "refined" as by
filtration, or in a distilling process.
requires firm and successful manto be at all divergent.
be let. Tothls point, as promised,
agernent; It must make money
For those who are Interested, an
Representation, is meant to preno student fees have been spent;
clude surface bias and Impulse,
from well planned, high quality
Individual lifetime membership In
the total amount of fees will be
programming. It muSt also be the BAA is valid for the life of that
and to keep interested parties
expended on the project Itself.
utilized at thesarne
high and
member and/or
a surviving
from being judges In Weir own
.
cese.
efficient rate as the remainder of
spouse; If transferred to other than
Student Support
the campus-which will bea
a surviving spouse, membership is
A direct Issue-vote, .on refer. There have been a total of three
function of.the Board. The manautomatically limited to an overall
endum, bypasses. representation
efforts made by student body
ager will report to the VIcetime span of 20 years. A corporate
in another way. it isolates one
leadership In the past to determine
matter, .as . phrased for simple
President for Financial Affairs
Iifetimernembership Is valid for a
student's support ofa ~villon
who will 00 held responsible for . period not to exceed 20 years. The
up-or-down response, and"inproject, all before the Board voted
the successof the Pavilion and for
current total of· signed and com- structs" a delegation ,directly on
its approval. .In essence, the
mitted memberships Is approxlthat one issue. It Is an act as grave
resul~s_of these efforts indiCOiite reporting Irreconcilable disputes
as. the legislative one. Itself, but
to this office for'. final solution.
mately $2,385,000 and Invplves
Boise.State students are support114 of the 600 Iifetime.memberpassed by a group that· does not
ive of the construc:tlonof the
BAA. Involvement
ship seats in the Pavilion. It Is
undergo the legislator's discipline
Pavilion bl.{t. are notuniforlllly
In 1978,ttie BAAagrOOd to . envisioned 'that the additional
in balancing many considerations.
anxious to have thelrfees raised to
1,300 seats will be scauered
Perhapsrepresentation Il() longpay for it. I reported this Interpre- . p'rovide$1,OOO,OOOinfunds payable over a ten-year period for
throughout the Pavilion and will
er, "enlarges and refines/" as
tatlonof the survey results to the
const~iOrlofthePclvillon.Once·
bEl. sold as regular. basketball
Madison said. But it may be, as
State Board In October, 1978, as
deterseaSon tickets with the 'stipulation' well, that we have .simply forgot~
did President Perez. This Is not all , thec;c)stof.the facility
mined
flnMClng
of the . that'the
purchaser
will in. addition
[en Its·.rqle andlmportanoo'
surprising, and I suspect that
... the
.
,~'~-."
,- ,.
".,.
and the total project cost, includ- another survey soliciting student
ir)9 architectural fees and reloca- opinion would be comparable to
tion of the tennis courts Was the previous surveys (I.e. supportdetermined
not to exceed ive of the project but not necessar$14,000,000. The architect was Ily anxious to pay for tt.) Obviousselected by a process which was
IY,the time of year Oust before
! approved by all observers, alChristmas or just before Income
I though It did not Include students. tax time), among other things, .
It appeared obvious to me upon
plays a significant role in surveys.
. my arrival that BoiseBtate UniverRecent student fees Imposed by
the Board were not the subject of
sity needed Increased support and
any survey at all, but If they had
: attention from the greater commuI nlty, and It seemed clear that a been I doubt that the resulte would
have shown a great Willingness to
! well-managed Multipurpose Pavilpay them either.
'
ion on campus would provide one
In addition to the student surneeded focus for bringing that
veys, it should be pointed out that
about. It also seemed obvious that
the public hearings, as required by
the university needed a large
the Administrative
Procedures
assemblyhall for cultural, recreaAct, were conducted on the camtional, athletic, and other univerpus at the beglnnl[1g of the
sity activities. It is' even more
1978-79 fall semester. At the
obvious now, and I doubt that
hearings, widely advertised, ·only
anyone could have been confused
a few students showed up to
. about where I stood at any time.
express an opinion. Ms. Sally
Obviously, my mind was made up
Thomas, Editor of The Arbiter,
by the record and conditions
made every effort to solicit stupresented to me. When the condidents attitudes about the Pavilion
tions set by the Board and the
with relatively minimal student
student body leadership were met
before the October meeting, I response. It appears to me that
becaine totally convinced that the . throughout the history of the
approval process for the Pavilion,
project discussed for so long by so
effort has been made to inform
.many should be gone now; that we
students and to solicit their reshould take the money we felt we
sponses.
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Women's trockAll Idaho Meet

This Lee Bloom, as he looked at
7 o'clock Thursday evening.
The real Lee Bloom didn't appear
in our salon until
an hour later.
Together, we can makeithappen.

Image~aker
APPOINTMENTS, Day & Evening,
or a Complimentary Consultation
336-9111

nD (j

llict

tavern/ coffeehouse

presents,

112".

Holly Randles
==Guitor.
Vocal==
Sat, Sun, & Mon April 21-23

*************************
Remember....Monday 7-11 Wqmens' nite
1.25 pitchers to women
Always

Pitchers of light & Dark 1.75
and Kegs to Go $29

1.b~~~e;101~

, "We've got to win this meet."
were head coech Genger' Fahleson's words this past week. Her
'goal, the AII·ldaho Collegiate
Trac!< and Field. meet held in
Bronco Stadium April 14th.
It was a While before Fahleson
knew whether Boise had the meet
'or not. Idaho State and Boise State
were tied- 68 to 68 with two relay
events left.
The Bronco's two-mile relay set
a new school and meet record in
their victory, giving their team a ,
two point lead over (SU, 73-71,
with one event to go-the mile
The pressure to win the meet
pushed BSU team to a new school
record of 4:07.79, but they couldn't push by Idaho State's winning
team, 4:07.07.
Karma Osburn had BSl:J,in the
lead for the first lap, but Sue
Wessel's second leg dropped the
team drastically behind. Laura
Roletto and Darla Hasselquist
tried to make up the lost ground,
but Darla came in .7 seconds off
ISU's winning team.
Even though the two schools
tied, 76-76, Boise State was given
the trophy on individual victories.
Along with the victories scored,
there were seven school records
,broken."
,
Former basketball star Vicki
Hileman surprised a few people
with a i3i'9" throw In th", javelin:
vicki came into the competition'
with a personal best of 135'. Her
131'9" throw added more than ten
feet onto Kim Erekson's 1977
school and meet record of 119'11

Bro'a~way~~~~·

Art ,Supply
IDAHO'S LA.RGEST
DEALEI\
Featuring Major Bronds:
Grumbacher
Winsor Newton.

Crescent Cardboard
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Permanent Pigments
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Chart Pak
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Bee Paper

Speedball
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Ulano
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Eberhard Faber
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A·W-Faber
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Patty Kaseltool< third' in the
javelin with a 109'111/4" throw.

~whlle,
BSU's 880 medley
relay team of Osburn, Wessels,
Taylor, and Osburn came into the
meet with a slow time 1:54.0. But
left with a new meet and school
record of 1:50.15.
Karma Osborn, In the 400 meter
dash was worried about U of I's
Kim 'Ward, a transfer from Boise
State.
'
Coming off the final curve, Kim
held a slight lead over Karma, but
BSU's. quarter-miler poured it on
to win in a new meet and school
record time of 58.52. Kim fell to
third.
The old school record was set in
1973by laurie Young-58.8.
Karma's Identical twin Karen,
did some impressive running of
her own. Besides running in the
440 and 880 medley relays, Karen
qualified for regionals by winning
the 200 meter dash In, 25.42.
An hour prior to the 200 meters,
Karen took the 100 meter. dash
from teammate Connie Taylor in a
winning'time of, 12.46.Taylor ran
a 12.59.
'
Coach Basil Dahlstrom's distance runners ran well-planned
races in meet record times.
Beth Rupprecht won the firsttime run 5000 meter run, setting
the meet record at 19:40.4.Jody
Smith broke the standing record of
5:02.9 In the 1500 with a winning
time of 4:56.5
'
Judy Smith broke her school
record In the 800, 'as well as the
meet record, with her Winning
time of 2:21.3.
. Lisa Johnston placed fourth In
the 800, running her seasonal best
of 2:34.3.
In 'the two-mile relay, Gail-

Karma Osburn (abOve) set a
new school record in the 400
meter dash, 58.52, and helped the
440 and 880 medley relay teams
to victory.
Photo bv Goorgo Ragan
Smith running her first meet since
a stress fracture injUry along with
Judy, Jody, and Lisa Johnston,
combined to break the week old
school record with their 9:48.59.
Other winners were Osburn,
Wessels, Weatherly, and Osburn
in the 440.relay, 50.470.
Patty Kasel in the shot put
(39'41/4'), and Joyce Taylor In the
110hurdles (16.58).
When the meet was over, ISU's
women took lap around 'the track, ,
chanting "ISU Is number one."
Holding the trophy, coach Fahleson replied, "but we've ,got the
trophy. "
The women's next meet is also a
home meet. The Bob Gibb Invitational will be April 28th.

UA.,

Bronco Golfers Have
Busy Week Aheo'
The Boise State University golf
team has a busy week of competition ahead with two matches this

week.
The Broncos will play Northwest
Nazarene and Treasure Valley
Community CoII!3ge in the OreIdaho Tournament, Thursday,
April 19at the Warm Springs Golf
Course in Boise.
.
Friday, April 20, the Broncos
square off with NNe for an 18hole
match at the Broadrnoore Course
in Nampa.
"We are looking forward to'
The steadily-improving golf team . these matches in the Boise area, ' ,
said Golf Coach John Raynor.
at BSU is getting into the swing of
"The Ore-Ida, especially, should
things, preparing for the Big Sky
help us prepare for the Big Sky
tournament at the local Warm
Tournament which will also be at
Springs Course May.4-5.
Warm Springs on May 4-5. We
hope to start developing a Winning
attitude and get ready for the Big

Sky," Raynor said.
.
The Broncos finished fifth In the
nine team field at the University of
Idaho Invitational Meet this past
weekend. BSU tlnlshedwlth 1,219
strokes.
Joe Hickman finished tied for
fourth among the 54 golfers with a
234 total. He fashioned rounds of
76, 81, and 77. Rusty Martensen
carne in at 242, followed by Jim
Wallace at 246, Ron Rawls at 248
and Toby...Keim at 249.
"Hickman played outstanding
golf," Raynor saldot his team
captain. "He played. consistent
golf and displayed the team leadership that we expect."
Raynor said' the. weather was
very tough on the golfers, with
heavy winds and cool tempera'tures for the two days.
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BoiseState Track Team Hos \fVeekend-::----~------~Off: Prepares for Bob Gibb Invitational
April 16
outstanding individual athletes
The Boise State University traCk
come to compete," Jacoby said.
team has the weekend off before
"Numerous former BSU track
hosting the Bob Glbb Invitational
athletes will be on hand as well as
Meet, saturday, April 28 In Bron- . other track men from the area,"
Co Stadium.
" Jacoby added.
The Broncos will compete In the
It will also give the Broncos an
Fresno Relays, May 4-5 before
opportunity to run trials In prepshosting the Big Sky ConferenCe ration for the Big Sky Meet. '
Championships, May 21-22 In
The Broncos finished third In
Bronco Stadium.
.the field this past weekend at the'
According to Track Coach Ed
All ,Idaho Collegiate Meet jrI
Jacoby, the Bob Glbb meet will be
Bronco Stadium. Only' two points
a very competitive event.
separated first place Idaho State
"The Bob Gibbisreally
a
(681/2 points) from BSU (661/2
qualltv meet because so many
points). The University of Idaho

finished second with 68 polnts,
"It was really an outstanding
track meet," Jacoby said. "Idaho
State and Idaho dlda heck of a job
in the meet. There were some
excellent perforrnances,and I just
can't say enough about the quality
of the competition," Jacoby added.
The mile relay, the final event of
the day, decided the meet, and
ISU set a stadium record of 3:14.12
in the race to win the meet. Idaho
finished second and BSU third' In
the mile relay.
The Broncos took five first
places in the meet. Dave Steffens
won the steeplechase in 9:06.74.
He also took second In the 5,000
meters with a time of 14:53.25.
The quarter mile relayteam of
Marvin Reid, Rod •Pearsall ,
George Ragan and Ken Sam won
the event in a seasonal best of

fant

41.09.

turned in his best time of the
spring, a 47.59. Kenrick Camerud
This is Lee Bloom, as he looked
added a second place In the race
at 8 o'clock Thursday evening.
with a 48.26, his best time of the
We'd like you to meet
spring.
Gary Little won the intermediate
, the real Lee Bloom.
hurdles in 53.35, his best time this
spring. George Ragan finished
second In 53.73, his best performance of the spring.
The Broncos also went one-two
APPOINTMENTS, Day & Evening,
in . the' 200 meters. Ken sam
or a Complimentary Consultation
nipped Rod Pearsall at the finish
line. .Sarn carne in at 21.59 while
336-9111
Pearsall clocked a 21.61. Both were
'.. personal bests,this spring.
' ! 1I"""........... __
"!"""' ...... --.-_--...... ~~The Broncos added paints from
Barry Boettcher's second In the
, 10,000 and EeroKeranen's third.
Miles Hartill took a second In
the shot put and fourth In the
.dlscus. Dennis Brodin placed second In the discus.
".
Tom Mulhern added a third In
the steeplechase to Steffen's
We can help you make
first. Kenrick Carnerud took third
sure
it wi/J be!
In the long jump. larry Merritt
placed fourth In the pole vault.
Sean Cafferty took second In the .
Vl7edding Invitations & Supplies
high hurdles and Chris Smith tied
Bridal Accessories Albums
for second In the high jump.
Shower & Reception Supplies
Ken Sam finished second In the
Custom Imprinting
100 meters and Jim Stevens took
Personal & Meaningful Gifts
second In the triple jump with his
Brides - Register for our Free
best effort of the spring, 46-41/2.
Monthly Drawing!
W
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BSU's Dave Askerland heaves the shot put during the All-Idaho
Collegiate Track and Field meet. Boise State was narrowly edged
out by ISU and Idaho. A mere two points separated winner ISU and
Boise State.
'
Photo by George Ragan

Bronco Baseball Team Meets Tough Nor-Pac,
Opponent Seattle University This Weekend
, _The Boise State University baseball team,' plays four Nor-Pac
Conference games this weekend
with Seattle University In Seattle.
The Broncos meet Seattle fortwo games, saturday, April 21at I
pm. The two teams get together
again for a doubleheader on
Sunday at noon.
Seattle University will be a
tough opponent for BSU.
, __"Seattle has their best club In
years," Vaughn said. "They played very v.ell at this spring's
Riverside Tournament, one of the
country's top tourneys at CaIRiverside. Seattle has good pitch!ng with two of the best pitchers in

the Nor-Pac," Vaughn said.
The Broncos will play another
doubleheader on the way back
from Seattle against Eastern Oregon State College, on Monday,
April 23 in LaGrande. That set will
be followed by a doubleheader
rematch against BYU, Wednesday, April 25 in Provo.
"BYU was In a fine baseball
team,
Baseball Coach Ross
Vaughn said. "They have been the
class of the WAC's Northern
Division for several years and are
just 'as tough this season,"
Vaughn said.
The Broncos slipped to 15-18for
the seasonand 4-8 In Nor-Pac play
II

this past weekend, dropping four
ga.rnesto Gonzaga.
'
"They just outhit us in the first
three games," Vaughn said. "and
although we outhlt them in the
fourth game, we couldn't capitalize on It for the victory."
The fourth game went Into extra
innings and was finally won by the
Bulldogs In the ninth inning. The
finw Was 5-4. GU took the first on
the saturday doublebilt, 11-2.Friday's scores were 11-5and 12-4 In
favor of Gonzaga.
"We didn't execute and made
mistakes," Vaughn said. "We
must get it together for this week's
games."
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Doing It Again, Folks!
BACK TO 1972 PRICES
THE STEAK BARN
TUESDAYS & WEDNESDAYS

DURIN!; rEIIRUARY • S P.M. TO 11 P.M ••

2STE
DINNERS
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CHOICE OF: TERIYAKI,SIRLOIN,
PRIME RIB OR FILLET

Includes Boston Baked Beans, ~uaw Bread,
- Salad Bar, Soup Bar, Dessert.Bar ...
AND THE BEST STEAKS IN TOWN,
',ASK~NVONE
WHO HAS EATEN HERE!,
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Bronco. Athletic
Association Begins
1979-80 Drive
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Goals of $68;000 and a membership exceeding 2,000 members
have been set for the 1979-80
Bronco Athletic Association (BAA)
membership drive, occordlng to
chairman Fred Adotphsen of
Boise.
.
The Bronco Booster drive begins Wedneooay, April 18, with akickoff dinner and will end Monday, May 21.
"If Boise State is. to maintain
the sports programs they have and
maintain at the same level, our
BAA membership drive is vital,"
Adolphsen said.

'The 80ise State women's programs ar., going strong and the
volunteers working on the drive
realize that we are talking about
the total athletic program at Boise
State University," he added.
The membership. drive Is separate from the current . Bronco
Athletic Association drive underway to raise $4 million towards the
. flew Boise State Multi-Purpose
Pavtllon, acCording to Jim Faucher, BAA Exooutlve Director.
"The monies raised in the membership drive will not go towards
meeting that $4 million obligation," Faucher said.

UJ.\

Alva Liles Signs
With Oakland Raiders

TIM WEISBERG

NIGHT RIDER!

Former Boise State University
honorable mention All-American
and first team Ali-Big Sky offensive guard, Alva Liles,has signed
a contract with the Oakland Raiders of the NFL. Liles, a member of
three Boise State League championship teams (1974, 1975, 1977)
reports to the Raider's camp WiaY
17..
"I've worked very hard this year
to get a chance at professional
. football and hope I've found a spot
with Oakland," Liles said.

UA
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Wont to \Verk
In Radio
KDSU Needs Help

FAROlfT

MCA

POCO

Paid Positions

7.98 LP's &
Cassettes

L EGEN 0

Station
Manager $14'Omo
Program
Director $115mo
Music
Director
$75mo
News
Director $100mo
Public Affairs
Director $75 mo
Operation
Manager$100m
Production
Manager S75mo
12 mo. Posltlons
Pick-up Application
from ASDSU Offices

BOISE
611. S: Capilol Boulevard
343-7071 .

Funlime Student
2.5 .GPA or Higoer
D.QdDno fO, ApjluCQtlon AP!II :lO
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Boise State Netters Play AfWeber State Invitational
The Boise State University tennis team will play at Weber .state'e
Invitational
Tournament
this
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
April 19-21.
In addition to the host Weber
State Wi,ldeats and BSU, competIngteams Include Idaho, Idaho
State, Utah State and Nevada-Las
Vegas.
Acoordingto Dan Owen, BSU
Tennis Coach, it should be a real
showdown for the Big Sky Conference.
"The Big Sky's three strongest
tennis teams, Idaho, Weber State

and Boise State will be headed for
ington.
"The comoetitlon was great but
a showdown In this tournament,"
Owen said. "It will give us a good frankly, we've played too much
indications of where we are at as tennis over the past two weeks,
the Big Sky meet approeches."
and following the Weber State
Owen said he expects No.;hern
Tournament, we'll be looking forArizona to also be a factor In the
ward to a break before the Big Sky
conference meet, but Isn't sure
begins May3~
just how strong they will be.
"I felt our team played very well
The Broncos finished third at
with the gruelling schedule of
the Inland Empire Invitational '.tennis, especially. Mike Megale In
Meet this past weekend
Pullsingles and Megale and Steve
man-Moscow. The University of
Appleton In doubles," Owen said.
Washington won the meet, followed by Idaho, BSU, Washington
Registration is in progress at
State, Oregon and Easter WashFort Boise Community Center for .
the Major League Baseball Pitch,
Hit and Run Competition,'sponsored by your local Burger King
Resturants.
Boise State's number three
Competition to take place May
doubles team of Debbie Berg and
12 at Fort Boise Park for boys and
Kelle Weston downed their coun- girls, ages 9 and 10 at 9:00 a.m.
terparts from the University· of
and ages 11 and 12 at 2:00 p.rn,
Montana and Montana State.
If May 12 is rained out, competBronco Leslie Bastian, playing
ltion will take place May 19.
third singles, won her matches
For more information, call
with the University of Montana
Bobbie Kay Downend at 384-4148.

In

Major League.BasebaD

Idaho.,Vandals .Top Bronco Tennis Invitational
, After two days of .matches on
the BSU courts, the University of
Idaho team finished as tournament
leader winning 22 matches in
five-team p!ay. Montana State was
second with 18 wins while the

I tr
by patti
Despite inclement weather;
snow, rain, wind, and freezing
cold, the softball maniacs play on,
although some teams decided not
to show.
In League A the Ball Bangers
barely squeaked by Shan Whar
GUpa 15-13 In a tough battle.
The Grand Siam' and Fighting
Gamecocks, slipping and sliding,
also had a close game but the
Gamecocks won 16-14:
Both the Gamecocks and Bhan

University of Montana and Central
Washington each had 12. Boise
State finished with six.
BSU's first singles player, junior Phyllis Dupras, lost her first
matches of the season to Central

r I
Whar Gupa chalked up wins by
forfeits over Delta Tappa Kegga
whostayed out of the cold.
League B also had bad weather
but played on. The Goodtimers
beat LOS15-8and Martyrs took on
TKE-Dlana and defeated them
17-13.
ATC did not quite get together
and forfeited to the GeologyGeophysics team.
League C had only one game
between the Ballsofts and the
Shockers, a close 17-12 In favor of

Washington, Montana State, and
the University of Montana. In
number one doubles play, however, Dupras and Patrice Raimer
defeated teams from Central and
the University of Montana.

rt

the Ballsofts.
The Towers were out to dinner
so Towers 5 forfeited to PUBT and
A-1 and T-7 forfeited to Plaza'a
Players.
Leaaue 0 had only one forfeit

an_d_Ce_nt_ra_l_w_as_h_ln_Qt_o_n·
__ UA~'___4_256_. --------~_.

from lack of women; Battimer's
forfeited to the Aggies. The AZ.'s
beat Mike's Maulers 20-10 and in
a game down to final batter, the
Magicians beat the Sig Eps 13-12.
Hopefully next week the wea-

there will' be warmer and more
conducive to softball maniacs.
. Sincere apologies to AZ.'s. They
beat the Aggles 21-16 last week in
the first round of games.

LIA ~

BSUSponsors Intercolegiate Rodeo April 20-2-2
calf and team roping, and steer
The Bosie State University
, wrestling.
' ,
Rodeo Club will sponsor an interEvents
will
begin
at
7:30 p.m.
collegiate rodeo for Rocky MounFriday, April 20, and Saturday,
tain region participants April 20April 21, and at 2 p.m., Sunday,
22 at Simalot Stadium. Caldwell.
April 22.
College and university rodeo
Admission will 00$2.75
for
teams from Utah and Idaho are '
adults and $1.75 for students.
expected to enter ten events which
Famiilesare $7.50, children 12
will Include:
women's barrel
years, $1.00, children 6 years and
racing, gOat tying, breakaway and
under are free.
,
team roping, and men's bull,
saddle bronc, and bareback riding,

UA.
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DEER HERE

Here comes the 'Bear with the first "do it
yourself" pizza around! Now you can
design your own pizza by using anyone
or (if you feel adventurous) all 19
deliciously different toppings. Or, if you're
stuck on one of our "All Time Favorites,"
they're still here. So, come on Il')to the
GrizzllYBear and DO IT'yourself!
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"Arsen ic And. Old
Lace" Comes'
one

of the fastest and craziest
oomedles of athe American stage,
"Arsenic
Old Lace," Joseph
Kesselring's
farce of wholesale
manslaughter and merriment, has
been selected as the next attraotion to be presented b}' the Boise
State University'
Department
of
Theater Arts. It will be presented
at the BSU Subal Theater for nine
performances,
beginning
on Friday, April 20.

and

. The comedy tells the story of
_ Abby and Martha Brewster,
undoubtedly the two nicest little old
ladles anybody could hope to
meet. Their old brownstone house
in Brooklyn witnesses a constant
stream of good deeds by the two
sisters. Toys for the poor children
of the city, beef broth for Officer
Brophy'S .alllng
wife-these
and
many others are the kindly acts of
ths Brewster Iadles. In every way
it would seem that Abby and
Martha are Whistler's
"Mother,"
come to life.

To. BSU

with excitement wherever the play
has been shown.
.
In addition
to the
Brewster
sisters and Mortimer, taking part
In the mad antics are Brother
Teddy, who thinks
he's really
Theodore Roosevelt; Brother Jonathan, who insists that he lsn't
really Boris Karloff, and a curious
Individual named Doctor Einstein,
who specializes ln making criminals unreccqnlzable to the police
by means of plastic surgery.
surgery.
In the Theater Arts deoartment

production Claudia Scott and Teresa Sproul portray the lovable but
lethal sisters. Mark Keenan plays
their nephew, Mortimer.
Chris Owens, Kenneth
Jenkins
and Mack Guymon appear as
Brother Teddy, Jonathan and Dr.
Einstein. Others in the 'cast are
Ronda McConell, Dan Burch, Dan
Mink, Patrick Cunningham, Gerry
Bryant,
Carl Hahn and Dave
Douglas.

In every way except one, that is.
The box office for "Arsenic and
For,', it seems that Abby and
Oid lace" wilt open on Thursday,
Martha
have one rather
bad
April 12. Tickets
be purchased
hablt-one secret vice in lives
and phone reservations made on
which are otherwise
blameless.
They murder men. Abby claims ' weekdays between 3:Q0-6:00 P.I11..
through April 28. General admisthey have done in twelve; Martha
sion is $3. with special rates for
is of the opinion that they've only
senior citizens and students. The
really murdered eleven-one havbox office phone number Is 385ing died a natural death. ,As a
1462. Curtain time for the producmatter of fact, it was that one-the
tion Is 8:15 p.m.
first one-who
launched
Martha
and Abby into wholesale
(Ioml~
cide. He had come In ono day In
. answer to a furnished-room
advertisement, and hadied
while they
were showing It to him. He looked
so peaceful when he died, that the
'3rewster sisters decided It would
be very nice If they could bring
.peeoe and happiness to other
elderly men.

may
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For Boise area elementary
school students one of the signs of
spring, along with warm days and
perky robins; is the annual performances
of the Boise State
University'
Touring
Children's
Theater. For over seven years the
BSU Department of Theater' Arts
has presented lively productions to
literally thousands of youngsters
in and around Boise. ,
From April 10 to May 10 seven.
teen BSU theater students, under

act, sing, narrate, mime, chant,
the direction
of Roger, Bedard,
dance, work puppets, and play
assistant professor, will perform
Simple musical instruments in the
twice a week in a total 'of ten
course of presenting the variety of
. elementary schools. The production this year is Flora Atkin's
. folk tales.
The fifty-minute.
dramatliation
imaginative theatrical play, "GoIof American folklore provides the
IIwhoppers! ,,'
'acting
company with evenly diAtkin's work calls for a troupe of
.vided roles for presentation.
The
traveling pla.yers who converge On
actors and actresses
are Dan
an audience to tell various tall.Burch, Michele Calver,
Melody
tales such as "The Sun SnatchChord, Debra Criner, Kim Everers, " "The Knee-High Man, " and
man, NanCy .Frederlck, Alexa
"Goll-Goliee-Gee."
The players
Howell, Ken jenkins, Danny lowber' Steve McDonough,
Aleah
Miller, Kristina Peterson, oarlen
Springthorpe, Teresa Sproul, Jody
Wetter, Pam Winslow, and Lairy

It Is Mortimer,
their nephew
and a New York drama critic, who
unWittingly
uncovers, his aunt's
secret profession,
and It Is this
discovery which lights the fuse on
a series of Incidents and sltLlatlons
which have aetaudlenees screamIng' with lauqhter and shivering

Yokom,
The first presentation of "GoIIiwhoppersl"
was at Jefferson
SChool on April 10. Other schools
on the touring schedule are Maple
Grove,
April
12; Franklin,
17;
Jackson, 19; Owyhee, 24; Hawthorne,
26; Highlands,
May I;
Whitney,
3; and Cole, 8. The
season closes at Pierce
Park
School on May 10.
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Ford Mustang from
Bob Rice Ford

The all-new

Make this your most exciting year
with Mustang '79. The New Breed.
Tesldrive
it today. Feel it slice the
wind. Flatten corners. Check
eXhilarating
options like Michelin
TRX.radials plus a specially tuned
suspension
package. And the new
Turbocharge
2.3 litre engine.
Mustang makes It happen:
happen with you.
'

Make it

'79 MUSTANG

$433.5.°0

*',:,

Standard equipment:
2.3 litre 2V
4-cyl. engine • 4-speed manual
'transmission
tloor-mounted
shift .
• Rack arid pinion steering
.;
• Front disc brakes.'
And more.

*~' price,delive.red

in
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Faculty Artists
Exhibit At BSU

Oh What A Lovely War
'. Producers
• Director
• Screenwriter
• 'Cast

111eBoise State University Art
Department's 11thAnnual Faculty
Art exhibit' Part II Is now on.
display In the University Gallery,
Liberal Arts Bulldlno.
A black hanging textile by Betty
Copeland Is displayed overhead at
the exhibit. Two stainless steel
sculptures are shown by Alfred
Kober, as well as an Innovative
.form of poured black polyester
resin and another resin form with
a wooden frame. Both portray the
abstract form of Art.
More traditional art forms Include watercolor landscapes and .
seascapes by Bill Benson and' Gaye Hoopes. Howard· Huff Is

Brian Duffy. Richard Attenborough
Richard Attenborough
Len' Deighton
Sir Laurence Olivier. Sir John Gielqud, John Mills.
Sir Ralph Richardson, Dirk Boqarde,
. Sir Michael Redgrave, Vanessa Redgrave,
Maggie Smith, Jack Hawkins, Susannah York,
Kenneth More. Sir John Clements
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Sunday
8:00pm.
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April
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"Unforgettable. Not meteivet this point the best film of 1969, but an
outstanding film for all time. You owe it to yourself to see it andre-see
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Ballroom

it!"

Judith Crl.i

Sunday

April

22

LISTEN ~T KDDK

8:00

SUB

Ballroom

IC 92

A

.

for Informatic;>n on DSUActivities

KBBKMagic 92 a
Boise State. University
Present

n Evening of

student contemplates exhibit.

med31

Starring

Photo: Robert Wllllam~

exhibiting pastoral landscapes and
.photographs.
111e. Boise State President's
Medallion and a diamond and
topaz brooch by Donald Douglas
are on view In a jewelry case,
while Dave Oravez and George .
Roberts have a mixture of printmaking techniques near original
book Illustrations and their reproduced images.by Amy Skov. 011
montages of "old masters" are
displayed by John Taye.
Mounted on the back wall are
hand bulit ceramic vases by Ron
Taylor, and to complete the exhibit
are a selection of enamels baked
onto stainless steel frames by
Cheryl Thomson,

W\

ill
Wednesday: 8:15 pm
Student Union
Ballroom
Tickets:
BSUStudents $1.00
General $3.00
Can Be Purchased
at the SUB Information
Booth

BSUStudent's
Attempt To
Produce 1V Show

A television show Is currently
-.being produced through a joint
effort of communication and m0dern dance students of BSU who are
enrolled In the Communications
class - Special Topics: experimental Television: Modern Dance.
111eclass meets every 111ursday
night to choreograph, rehearse
and shoot film footage of a modern
dance program which will possibly
be aired on Channel Four Televl- sian later this spring.
111e. unique class Is under the
direction of Richard Boylan, Communtcatton Proteesor; Richard
Tessman, Producer-Director at
KAID, and Barbara Boylan; choreographerErratum'

U«\

111~Universlty 'Arblter would like
. to express apologies to Slew Lun
Her name appeared on a
tray of Malaysian food at the
recent InternatlpnaiFood;Song &
Dance Festival' and '.an Arbiter
reviewer Interpreted that as the
. contents of the. tray. 111ereviewer's ignorance of the MSJayslan
language resulted In this grav
. rIles.

Chua.

APRIL

I

I'

~
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On Wednesday evening, April
18,at 8 PM, a concert is slated to .
happen at the Bolse Gallery of Art
as part of Its regular Wednesday
Night Program. The program will
consist of delightful selections of
music, song, and literature from
Elizabethan to modern times.
With "guitar, plano, mandolin,
and voice, three gentlemen from
the . Boise State Music Department, Joseph Baldassarre, Gerald
Schrader, and William Taylor, will
provide an evening's entertainment, both. individually and . together.
The free Wednesday Night Program Is made possible for the
public through funds from the
Gallery and the Idaho Commission
on the Arts.

BSUmusic students Wendy Kay
Salinas and Russell Kevin Paustian will give a Joint cello-trumpet
senior recital Sunday, April 22, at
3 p.m, in the BSU music auditorium.
Salinas, a cello student of J.
Wallis Bratt, plays In the Boise
Philharmonic Orchestra and has
performed with various music
groups at BSU, where she is the
music department Instrumental
librarian. She-will perform J. C.
Bach's "Cello Concert In C MI.
nor," the Brahms "E Minor
Sonata," "DialOgue for Cello and
. Piano," a contemporary composition by J. Wallis Bratt, "Arloso,"

Ut\

WINNER OF
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
OPEN 11:30
SHOW AT 12:00 MIDNIGHT

by J.S. ~h,
and the "Allegro
Appassionato" by Saint-Saens.
Paustian, who is a. trumpet
student of Edward Belsly, has
performed with several BSU music
groups, and he is currently the
vice president of the local chapter
of Music Educators National Conference. He will perform Haydn's
"Trumpet Concerto," "Preludlo,
Aria and Scherzo," by Ennlo
Parrino, and "Sonata," a contemporary compOsition for trumpet
and piano, by Flor Peeters.
Accompanists for the recital will
'be Dr. John Baldwin, Shirley
Heller, and Dr. John Baldwin.

Ut\

ACADEMY
AWARDS
Including

BeSt Actress-Best Actor

UTHE BEST OF THE H.Y
EROTIC FILM FESTIV.ALr~
e

RA.TED X

jIh~~
d'l.
ENDS SOON!.

IpGI
. 0" April 20:-22,the BSU Rodeo
.Jlub will once again host their
lntercolleglate Rodeo at the Slmplot Stadium In Caldwell. It all.
begins at 7:30 this Friday night.
Other UpCOmingrodeos for the
club are . the National Inter- :
collegiate Rodeo Finals and the :
Snake River Stampede officially

'Ihere is onlypne
safeplm:e. ..
inead: others arms.
DAILY AT

7:30&

DAILY AT
7:j5 & 9:40

10:00 .

.

representing the BSU Rodeo,Club ,
at these three rodeos wl/l be Miss
Alice Reedof Jerome, the recentl
announced 1979 Rodeo Queen.

'EvERY

Idaho Public Theater I
Holds First Time
.
Ever Pizza-Theater
The world's first known Pizzatheater will be presented at the "
Mardi Gras ballroom In Boise
starting Thursday April 19th and
.will play the 20, 21, 26, 2:l
featuring a musical play called
"Jenny the Mail-Order Bride",
pizza catered by the Grlzzly"Bear,
. ,This musical play Is done In the
style of an old fashioned "meller
drarner" and will be accompanied
by several short "01100" or variety
acts. The audience Is encouraged
to participate III the whole evening' .
-bccing at the villain, cheering for
the hero (front row seats, will .be
armed with free popcorn to De
thrown at the villain) and after the
show. the i-/lQrdIGraswill
spin
discs for those who wish to' dance
the rest of the night away.

WHICH WAY

IUTLooSI'

8
folrvu,"mopleGrove

~_.----'-

175·1600

JUS.lf

PLUS
"CONVOY"
OPEN 7:00
SHOW AT DUSKI

PRESENTS THE- LATE, LATE,
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
LATE SHOW
GATE OPEN 12:30 a.m.
THIS IS THE HILARIOUS

I

~
---.------

.

PLUS AGATHA CHRISTIE'S
"DEATH ON THE NILE"
OPEN 7:00 - SHOW AT DUSK

-KWZ-FM

The cost for the whole ever.:ng
is Just $6.95 general admission
and $7.95 for reserved seats on.
Thursdays If you are a student or
senior citizen. Regular ticket
prices are only $7.95 general
admission or $8.95 reserved. All
tickets Include the play,. pi128, "
salad bar, and one drink of your
choice,' Doors, open at "6:30 pm,
pizza Is served at 7:00 pmand the
show vviII start about 6:00 prn, For
lOOrelnformation· call the-theater
office at 344-2434.
~

.._--.,._-:

"IT GLOWS WITH CHARM AND GAIETY. WHEN YOU
LEAVE 'HEAVEN CAN WAIT: YOU'LL BE FEELING
SKY· HIGH:' -GeneSIWil.NDC-TV

UNCUT,ORIGINAlVERSION OF
"REEFER MADNESS!' .
Don't be
misled by
substitutes.

~

; 4
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fe· ff':~ ¥k'
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Greek Row:
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Nu Eta Chapter .of Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternity was chartered
on the Boise State Campus In the
spring of 1970and maintains an
averaqe membership of 40.
"TEKES", as the members are
caJled,are bound together by a
common purpose - to foster
lasting friendships, promote academics, and make the most of
their college years.
In addition to the active role
Tekes have taken In student
government and Intramurals, the
, fraternity Is proud of its community lnvolvement, That Involvement has Included sponsoring
semesterly Red Cross blood drawIngs on campus, serving as Easter
Bunnies at day care centers, and
raising funds for St. Jude Children's Hospital, Bogus Basin and
the Muscular Dystrophy'AssocIation.
In the past years Tau Kappa
Epsilon has also been responsible
for smtlng up the fall Organizational Falre on Campus. During
Homecoming Week last fall, the

BSU's TKEs make the most ofthe opportunities for community,
involvement. .
fraternity sponsoreda talent show
in conjunction with the Alumni
Association and ASBSU Public
Relations·Department.
A highlight of the year's activitiesls the Annual TKE Raft-Race,
to be held this year on Apr\l28 and
co-sponsored by the Miller Brewing Q:lmpany.
The fraternity owns a house at
141 Warm Springs Avenue, which
is home to 22 of the members and
is the center of most TKE social
activities. The house is located in

the West Warm Springs Hlstcrlcal
District and is in the process of
being restored. .
Membership in Tau Kappa Epsilon is open to all maie, full-time
Boise State students. Tau Kappa
Epsilon Is the world's largest
college fraternity and offers leadership training, publications, job
placement service, and student
loans to its members. There are
over 300 chapters of Tau Kappa
Epsilon in the United States and
Canada.
Ul\

Diamonds Speak Lave
FOR BOTH OF YOU

Alumni Dance

Businessletters Class

TM annual BSU Alumni Association spring
dlnner-dance and Installation of new officers will
be Saturday, May 12 In the Crystal Ballroom of
the Hoff. Building, Boise. Tickets are $10 per
person. Reservations should be made by May 10
at the Alumni Office, 385-1698. '

Drs. Susan Brender and Darwin Manship of theOffice Administration Department will teach a
workshop on business letter writing for campus
administrators and office personnel April 20 and
27 from 2:00 to 5:00 p.rn, In the Business
Building, Room 221. Call the Personnel office,
-1616, If you plan to attend.
.

Summer School
Persons planning to attend Summer School
sessions at BSU should lelephone385-1156 or
stop by Administration Building Room 100 before
June 5 to have registration material prepared for
Summer SAsslons begin ~une 11 and July

s:

Employee Compensation
A seminar on critical Importance of employee
compensation will be conducted May 2 from 8:30
a.rn. to 4:00 p.m. In the Big Four Room of the
SUB. For registration Information contact Bob
Jameson, Professional Development Programs,
385-1294.

Cello-Trumpet Recital
BSU music students Wendy Kay. Salinas 'and
Russell Kevin' Paustian will give a joint cellotrumpet senior recital Sunday, April 22, at 3 p.rn,
In the Music Auditorium. The publlc Is Invited to
attend free of charge.

Women !n Management
Women In Management, a conference for those
entering or considering management positions,
will becondueted May 12 In the SUB from 8:30 to
4:00 p.rn. For registration Information, contact
Bob Jameson, Professional Development Pro. grams, 385-1294.

Faculty Art Exhibit
The 11th Annual FacUlty Art Exhibit Part II wltl
be on display In the University Gallery, LA
Bultdlng, until April 19.

High School Artists Exhibit
Young 'artists from throughout Idaho will show
their work at the sixth annual BSU high school art
competition show In the SUB Boisean LOunge,
April 22-May 3.

Great Potato
, Get your pledges now for the Great Potato Fun
, Runs, May 5. Joggers and runners should contllC1
the Alumni Office, -1698 or -1959 for reservations:

EJlQui,ite

4 diamond
bridal .. t

$495.00 VALUE,

SPECIALLY PUICED

$39900

Rodeo Set

Lma Story.

The BSU Rodeo Club will spcnsor an Interco!leglate rodeo for Rocky Mountain participants
April 20-22 at Simplot Stadium, Caldwell. Evonts
will begin at 7:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday, and
at 2:00 p.m. Sunday. Admission Is $2.50, adults;
$1.50 students, with children under 12 admitted
free of charge.

10 diamonds in
.lla.nt modern
.. ttine brido' set

Grantmanship Workshop
A proposal writing (grantsmanship) workshop
- will be conducted at BSU April 26-27 free of
charge to MBA students, faculty, and ~taff. For
further Information, contact Dr. Will Overgaard,
385-1457:

Foreign language

$950.00 VALUE,

SPECIALlY PRICED

$84900

ColloqUium

Dr. Luis J. Valverde Z., BSU professor of
romance languages, .will present a paper In
Spanish at the April 19 Foreign Languages
Colloquium at 4 p.m. In the Teton Room of the
SUB.
Valverde's subject Is "La MuJer Hlspana: Ayer,
Hoy y Manana!" (The Hispanic Woman: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow).

"'oeftlficont.
marquioe 2
diamond bridal

Slnl'O brilliant
dI.mond ·Ift /'tilt
bridal .. t

.. t

$1250.00 VALUE,

SPECIALLY PRICED

$250.00 VALUE,

Foster Parent Classes

SfUIAllY

PRiem

The emotional needs of foster children and foster
parent stress will be discussed In a oOG day
workshop April 26 at the BSU Staff Development
center, 801 Reserve Street, beginning at 9:30

$19900

sgg9"

RomanticWlcl4in,
oet with 2
diamonds

a.m.

$395.00 VALUE.

A session on adjustment problems of the foster
family will be held April 19 In the Idaho Dept. of
Health and Welfare, Caldwell office at 7:00 p.m,
For. further Information about these classes,
contact Susan Lavelle, 384-3127.

SfECIAlU

PRICED

$29900

Wil Collins Memorial
Scholarship
The National Assoclallon of Purchasing Management, Treasure Valley Chapler, has established a
Wil Collins Memorial Scholarship at BSU In
honor of the late dlrector of purchasing there.
Friends and associates wishing to donate to this
memorial scholarship are asked to make donations payable to NAPMlldaho, Treasure Valley
Chapter, P.O.. Box 9201, Boise, 1083707, or 10
contact Norma Ireland, Purchasing Office, 8351627..

Catalog
The naw 1979-80 BSU catalog Is now available.
Persons Interested In receiving copies can contact
the Admissions Office, 385-11n.

Information for this 'space is provided by the Office of
Information
Services, Ad. Bldg.,Rm123, or phone '385-1562
.

Now that there's aoertaln
~
let-oUr DlamondlJ tell
her how you feel. Wlsil It
oomas to expressing your love,
!1Othlng says It better then a
LOVE STORY DIAMOND RING
For quality snd value and your .
Peace of .MInd oofue to Qtll
Jewelers where f!NSfY Purchase
has a 3O-<iay Money back Guarantee. Let us be a part of

.

, "DIAMOND SPECIALISTS"

(aU Jeweltrs
DOWNTOWN

BOISE·

WF.sTGATE

MALL

VISTA VD..UGF.· KARCHER MALL
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"All My Sons"
Coming
Soon
Varsity Baseball: BSU vs Sealllo Unlv.,
1:00, there.

::::
::::

. April 18

.;;;;;

BSU Consorvallon Info Group: .every .
Monday at 5:00, SUB Bannock Room.

YWCA: two one-day workshops held'

Public welcome to attend.

sonic and Old Lace,"

8:15 p.m.; :::~

'::=::-

Subol Theater.

I~~~~~~:~~:~~~;
~~f~s'~U:~~N'~~~~
:i~~~i~~!
m~~~,~:~'"~;

',t:,.I...

Office will aocept schedule request
forms for next fall. Open 8-5 only.

::::

::::
::::
..

IH U R
::'.:'::.:

Oregon State College, noon, there,

Intercollegiate Rodeo: .Hostoll by BSU
RoqOD Club, at Simplot Stadium In
Caldwell, runs through April 22.

April 22'

SAT

::::

;~:~

..
::::
April 19
:::.
:~:~Music Fesllval: District II High School,
:::: all day; SUB & Special Events.Center
:;::
.'
:::: Seminar: "Improving
Management
::::. Productivity," by T. Frank Hardesty,
:::: 9 - 4, Holiday inn.
::::
:::: Colloquium: Luis Valverde speaking on
:::: "The Hispanic Woman: Yesterday,
.:.: Today, and Tomorrow," 4 p.m, SUB
:::: . Teton Room
::::
.
~:~:Workshop:
"Teachlng
Reading
:::: Through the Newspaper, "Science
:::: Education Bldg, Room 516. .

April 21

I.

April 24
Fort Boise Community Contor: Stalned
Glass lclsss begins, call 384-4128 for.
Info. .'

Dept 01 Theater Arts: presents "Arsonic and Old Lace"
.

Dept. of Theator Aft.: presents "Arsonic and Old Lace"

p.m.,

TUES

Movlo: "Oh, What. A Lovoly War;"
(pop 111m). 8:00 p.rn., In the Special
Events Center. Admission: students
$.50, non-students $1,,00.

BODglng: at the Basque Center, 8 to 1..
sponsored
by Alpha Omicron PI
Sorority.

Bollet Folk 01 Moscow: 8
Events Center.

Fort Boise Community Conter: Ceramica I class begins, call 384-4128 for
Info
.

Dept. of Music: reellal by Wendy
Salinas, cello and Kevin Paustaln,
~r1~~pet· 4:30 p.rn. In Music Bldg.

Chess Club Tournoment: all day, SUB
Big Four Room
.

Greek· Week '79

ON.
. April 23

i~:~

::::

Tburing
Children's
Theater

Dept. 01 Theator Arts: "Arsonic and
Old Lace," 8:15 p,m., Subol Theater
croauvci Awsrencaa Collter: group
mollitatlon every Monday at 7:30 at
the Center, call 939-8725 tor Info. .
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ORGANIZATIONS
BSUfraternlty Sigma Phi Epsilon has
boonslnglolloutforscholastlcachlevemoots. J\l their recent regional conference, they were awarded the Grand
Chapter Scholarship Cup by having the
highest GPA In their region. They wero
also awarded for being the top SCholas-

THE FINE ARTS'
Young artists from throughout Idsho
will have their work exhibited at the
sixth annual Boise State University
high school art.competltlon exhibit In
the SUB, Bolsoan Lounge, April 22May 3.

present Elinor Coleman, Jazz and
modern dancer, as part of the Wollnesday Night Program series.

~:~ Groat Potato Runs will

bo the Bill

~~.~~~~t~~~~~
~t~h~II~f~
and can be bou;lht at the Info Booth.

r.::;.:~.::;.::,:

1~l

nuu
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annual rodeo at the Simplot Stadium In
Caldwell on April 20-22. Performance

Beginning

April

:r,:::,~~no~:r

time on Friday Is 7:30.

23
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running

Every Monday at 5:00 the BSU Conservatlon Info Group moots and they urge

:'t~::~

t::~~'i'~~~~~

and

~~~t~n'~~r~
sorts of media.

HELPWANTED

HElP WANTED

PART-TIME JACK OF ALL TRADES
Wantoll. Apply at Quality Usod Furnlture, 421 S. 9th. Between 1D-5:3Owoek
days. 336-4248.

' . HELPWANTED

TQ!OChOvoruul

For DelaJlo, send
self-addressed, stamped long envelope
to: Teaching, Box 1049, San Diego, CA
92112.
.

~1~-~----'-------+---~-~-------t
CA 90007'
I OST&FOUND
.~.~.
L
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OVERSEAS JOBS
Summer/year
round.
Europe, S.
America, Australia,. Asia, eto. All
fields, $5()().$1,2OOmonthly. Expenses
pald. Sightsoolng. Free Information.
Write: IJC, Box 52-57, Corona Del Mar,

OveRSEAS JOBS Summo(lyear round
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia,
Eel. All Aelds $500-1,200 monthly; .
Expenses paid.
Sightseeing.
Free
Inlormatlon .. Write: . IJC; P.O. Box
52-57; Corona Del Mar, CA 92652

---------11---------------1
1t
8.
:~~
Get
i
II .
~.::_C_A_92652
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NEED EXTRA CASH Hundreds 01
sources, send 8elf-addressedstampad
:: envelope or .15 cent stamp to:
• Op rt
Research enterprises'
:;:; P ~ ~
Y8682
BoliO
83707
:~:
..
x
;
sa,
.
;
:.~.'. Ownolland
operated by a B.S.S.
•,
Student who cares.

~;~::.:..
-

Sophomore.,
Junlora,
Senior.:
looking for a part-time job?
a Jump
on a summer job with good Income,
flexible hours, and real experience 'In"
the business world, Crollit possible.
Northwestern Mutu~ life.' Call Hank

+-_"'7"-

or Sue at 377.Q210.

~~~:M~~,~dc~
~~~'

~~~~
~:~r

Q1llD
"AMPUS

CARE

DAYCARE

h'·
lull day
_openings, $5.00 and drop-Ins, $1.00 per
hour .. Call 342-8249.
....
.
~~...
~~~

---,.__

~;;:;;.~~.~,

II;

at 3:30, In the Nez Pllf'CO ~:.'
•
•...
.
.~
A Manll(lemont Productivity Seminar
will bo conductoll ThUrsday April 19
from 9:00 to 4:30 at the Boise Holiday

fU1ure OlldshO'S385-

Schlnn~1'294r~f.~~~?n=n~~ie

~~~o~

MISCEllANEOUS

DEClASSIFIED

DIVINE INSPIRATION of the SCrip. turos proven mllthematlcally. Present
proof of verbal Inspiration of the
original. Hebrew and Greek texts avail"
able. J.S. Bently, Box 206, WaubausIIene. Ontario, ca.,olla LOK 2<:0.

-®N1EST

ROOMMATE Male.
Immodlately
share apartment. Your share $117.50
plus 'h e!!letrlcltYi phone. Heatoll poOl.
salina, WIllght'room.
Barry, 343-7028
evenings.

29'

00 YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO WHEN'
YOU'RE ARRESTED?
Ten million
people are arrcstoll In America each
year. An arrest could happen to you,
• one of your lovod-onos or your friends
today. send $2.00 for booklet "What to
do when Arrestoll":
Facts Publications
P.O. Box 6743, Boise, 10 83707•

N~

We are-lIko"'-how
do you lllly-back
-again. Two free tlckats to each of the
first five peopllJ' who·
It to tho
Arblter· office ondtell'us the tolal sum:
of the IndlvldUBrnurribors that appear
In' this eontcst BIi.'louncement. 'Tho
tlckots, well, they J9SIhBppen to bo for
ASB Programs Boaill prosontatlon of
"Oh What A Lov.b!yWar" comlnllthls
Sunday.
.

'make

GOD What is He like? Part II. Call
37a:.sB85 24 hours dally. P.O. Box 3356
Bolsa, 10 83706.

c:::

~~j:~~~
4. CentsPetWotd

:::: In hardware and bUilding matsrlals"
:::: trado. CaU Tim, 336-7334.

EQR SALE
MUNTZ COLOR TV AM:FM radio,
stereo record player, consolo $100
375-8433. Call after6pm ask for Mike.

I'FI/I!
I
r .

P.O. Box

saI~:;D~v~W~b~~
.:.: Home Center. Prefor some experience

LOST: Ladles blua sapphire birthstone
ring. If found please call 336-7889.

---,._"'----:-_--L __

SUMMER JOBS IN ALASKA

~1;
High Pay; $8OO-$2OOO/month.Parks,
.. FiSheries, and more. How, Where, to
:~.

vr'Cta Off~

I'"
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:~:: Easy Extra Incomol $500/$1000
Stuff::.:' Ing Envelopes-Guarantood Send Self:.:~.';.
Addressod, stam ...... envelope to: OEX••••. TER ENTERPRISES, 3039 Shrine Pl.,

::.:
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The BSU n_Aeo ""ub will host their

:,,:

~
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~
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The BSU Dept. of Foreign languages
prooenls Dr. Luis J. Valverdo Z, who
will give a paper In Spanish on the
Hispanic Woman. The Colloquium Is on
April 19 In the SUB Taton Room, at ~~
4:00.
~:~
:::::
Persons Interested .In learning. more
alJoU1what's happening aboU1the BSU •
Mullt-Purpose Pavilion can attend the
.
Student Action Commilloe Mooting on

"Loser Take All," a lV speclS! will bo
alred on Friday, April 20, at 6:30. It
deals with the problem of teenege
prejudice and competition.

'On May 9, the Boise Gallery of Art will

tic fraternity on campus.

::~: On May 5 and 6 In conJunction with the

:::::=.

performs for a reo: children

::=~'~~

~~ April 21 and 28 Is BSU's Annual Greek

~:~:
::::
::::
.:.:
::::

:~:~
::~

• Starred activities
are open to the
pUblic.

i~l~

:~:~
••
::::
::::
:~:~
::::
~::
.;::
::::
::::

ee

BSU

Gmok WooIt:. Open House at all Greek
IIvlnll groups.
.

Highlighting such events ...

••
::::: The First Annual "Groat Potato Mara:~::.thon and Fun RU!ls" will llll held on
:.::: 5aturday, May5at 11:00. Both Joggers
:::~ and runners are Invltoll to run. For
more Information call 385-1698.
••

Dept,
01 Theater
Arts:
"ArI
d Old Lace" 8 15
sen can,
.: .p.rTI;"
Subal Theater.
-.
GI'lXlI<Wll1lk: Car Rally,
St~
dlum lot.
Bronco

\
cheSs Club Tournoment: all day, SUB
81g Four Room.

'Booglelng at the Basque Conter
Open Houses
. .
Progressive Dinner
'Plng·Pong Tournament
'Car Rally
'Bar Hop
Greek Orgy
and of course the'
'TKE Raft Race

jlST PLAIN FUN

Senior Reclt.sl: Allcen Kawai on plano, .=.:.:.,:,:•
8:15 p.m., Music Auditorium.
::::

Grll1lk WooIt: Ping Pong Tournament,
. sponsored by Slg'sEps

Varsity Baseball: BSU vs Seattle Unlv.,
noon tlTera .
'
.
NaU~nal YwCA Week: Aprli 22-28.

Special

I.>,!:."

April 25
•
ASBSU: sponsors "All My Sons," 7:::::
p.rn., Special Evonts Center, special :::;
senior citizens performance
:~::
.•
..

2-Moon.

Call 385-" 464
Mond.ay D.e.odline

STATEBARBEkCOLLEGE'
~~~nbr:o~n~~gu~W:r?Cu~~'
State Barbel' College; .., With

]
Budget

~\~~~nGsr.s,&~:-,·~f_li7~~'able

~t~::::::::_:::::w::::_1::i:::::_::_::::::::::::::::::::_:::::@:mm<:::c«::::::;f.::s:::::::~::z::::::::::::-::~«~:?"$W7.~::::-lS':::::>::;~~:::<::;:::::::::::::~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::»::::::y.::::::;::::::::SS:::~~.:::::::::::.;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::x:::::'::_::::::::c.:::~:~::::::::::::::::::::m::::::::::::::::~?:::,:;:::::.w:::~'!:::::::::&",*
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rllsnlons nrnllIn.
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llrTrIT
. EllSTrn-DELIGnT.
mnrn TnISllD
llnD .
'. nrcrIvr 10°10 orr
or llnT runcnllsr
I1T .
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